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Ways And Means Deals With Tax Question
By EDMOND Le BRETON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — House tax
writers, watching time nin out on their
efforts to cut $15 billion from federal
taxes, face a continuing snag over
capital gains and other proposals which
— if adopted — could send the tar cut
figure skyrocketing.
One of the measures before the Ways
and Means Committee deals with
capital gains in a way that President
Carter has said he could not approve.
Nevertheless, a majority of the taxwriting committee apparently is
prepared to vote for it.
But House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill, D-Mass., said Monda; that, in
any case, he is sure the House will be
given a chance to vote on a version

more to Carter's — and his own —
liking.
But the committee also must deal
with a variety of amendments that
could destroy the near-consensus on the
$5 billion tax cut and perhaps even sink
the whole measure.
For example, educational and
charitable institutions are - pressing
hard for the new tax bill to allow
deductions for contributions to those
groups, even by taxpayers who
otherwise use the standard deduction.
And although the committee has
already considered ways to ease the
next year's increase in Social Security
payroll taxes and has found itself
unable to agree, the issue is certain to
be brought up again. There is talk of a
special income tax cut to offset part of

the Social Security increase.
Another possible tax topic which
could'further slow the going is a plan
for adjusting income tax brackets to
offset the effect of inflation and while
adding special provisions for small
businesses.
Time is beginning to press as the tax
bill must navigate the House, a Senate
Committee, the Senate itself and a
House-Senate conference after the
committee does its work. Congress
plans to adjourn by Oct.7 and the House
has scheduled a three-week AugustSeptember recess before then.
Some members already are beginning to talk of the possibility that no
agreement can be reached this ,year.
Taxation of long-term capital gains —
the profit on sale of stock, real estate or

other assets held at least a year — continues to be the . most troublesome
sticking point.
The theoretical maximum tax -an
such gains now is 49.1 percent, although
the treasury says no one has paid at
such a rate during the last year and few
paid more than 40 percent. The high
rate is brought about by a combination
of the capital gains tax itself and the
minimum tax — 15 percent on otherwise sheltered income.
Basically, a taxpayer is allowed to
report only half of his capital gains as
taxable income. But the other half, to
.the extent it exceeds $10,000, is subject
to the minimum tax.
Two pending proposals would exclude
capital gains from the minimum tax,
moves Carter strongly opposes.

Key House Floor Vote On Energy Set
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter's efforts to meet the energy
goals he outlIned last week at the Bonn
economic summit face a new challenge
in the House, where support is growing
to prohibit him from imposing oil import fees.
A coalition of House Republicans, oilstate Democrats and East Coast
couressmen is forrniag- behind the
effort. The import-fee ban has already
been approved by the Senate.
Congressional aides claim the White
House will probably lose the battle, on
which a key House floor vote was slated
today.
Meanwhile,Sen. James Abourezk, ps.D., vowed to continue the

parliamentary maneuvering that has
building, you start with the founslowed Senate Action to a crawl.
dation."
Abourezk began the delaying tactics on
On the oil import issue, aides to
Monday to protest the scheduling by
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill
Senate leaders of natural gas dereestimated that despite an intensive lastgulation legislation for next week — a
minute lobbying attempt, the White
measure Abourezk has fought heatedly
House appears between 30 and 40 votes
for months.
short of blocking the move by Rep.
He accused leaders of deliberately
Clarence Brown, R-Ohio, to ban any
holding up two relatively minor but
import fee.
politically popular parts of Carter's 15The. administration !Tad threatened
month-old energy plan — dealing with
an import fee of up to $6 a 42-gallon
energy conservation and electric ratebarrel if Congress were to recess for the
setting — to increase pressure on the
year without enacting the president's
proposed crude oil tax, which has been
Senate to pass the proposed natural gas
compromise.
pronounced "dead" by a number of key
senators.
So he decided not to wait until the gas
compromise gets to the floor to begin
The Senate last month approved an
his longpromised filibuster, saying,, amendment by Sen. Robert Dole, R"Pm to that if you want to stop a ' Kan., to a Treasury Department bilL

prohibiting Carter from using Treasury
funds to impose or enforce an import
fee.
This prohibition was not in the Housepassed version of the Treasury bill but
House-Senate conferees are expected to
reconcile the two versions.
Brown has announced he will make a
motion today to instruct House conferees to accept the Dole import-fee
ban. Although such a motion would not
be binding, if adopted it could spell a
hard time for any compromise bill that
did not include such a ban.
In addition to wide Republican
backing, Brown's motion has heavy
support from Democratic members
from both oil states and from the East
Coast, which is heavily dependent on
imported heating ell.

ADJUSTMENTS FOR NEXT PERFORMANCE — David Boyd lighting director for the show, adjusts lights for a performance of "The Thread That Runs
So True." Thevlay will reopen this Thursday, July 27, at 8 p.m. in the citycounty park and will continue Friday and Saturday, July 28 and 29. Admission to the play based on a book about Jesse Stuart's early teaching experiences is $2.50 for adults and $1.50 for children under 12 and senior
citizens.
Photo by Kaye Peebles
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BUILDING PLANS ANNOUNCED — Kenneth Owens and Steve Compton
have announced plans for the construction of a new office building on the
former site of the Houston-McDevitt Clinic in downtown Murray which
burned in October of 1976. Owens said the 13,200 square foot building will
house the Clinic Pharmacy of Murray as well as provide office space for
about 10 to 12 other enterprises. Although the leased space will not be

limited to medical personnel, Owens said two physicians have indicated an
interest in locating their practices in the building. The building is being
designed by T. F. Billington and Associates of Murray. Billington said the
building will contain two floors of lease space and a partial basement and
that the structure is being completely rebuilt to comply with current
building codes. The exterior of the building will be of modern contemporary design, Billington added.

Gov. Julian M. Carroll will deliver a
commencement address at Murray
State University on Friday, Aug. 4.,
that will have special significance for
him.
His daughter Patrice is among 501
candidates for graduation who have
filed applications for degrees in the annual summer ceremony to begin at 2
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium. Miss
Carroll, 21, will be graduated with the
B. A. degree in communications.
Amon candidates for, degrees are
177 for bachelor's,
308 for master's, 7
for specialist, and 9
for associate. They
represent 26 states
and seven foreign
countries. Degrees
will be awarded by
Dr. Constantine W.
Curris, university
Governor Carroll president.
Others to participate in the exercises
Include the Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., minister of the First
United Methodist Church in Murray,
who will give the invocation and
benediction, and organist John C. Winter, acting dean of the College of

Prison Officials Attempting To Relieve Heat Problems
water hoses in the yard to spray water
FRANKFORT; Ky. (AP) — State
on each other to keep cool.
prison officials are making a special
"The weather has been atrociously
effort to relieve the hot weather
hot the last several weeks," he said.
problem at the Kentucky State
Penitentiary near Edctyville in view of "There has been no rain at Eddyville
for a month."
that factor in at least one recent prison
A prison disturbance in Illinois
riot.
Saturday resulted in three fatal stab"We have increased the amount of ice
bings of guards, with authorities
In the yard and in the cellblocks
declaring the 90-degree plus heat in the
tremendously," Commissioner David
prison may have been a contributory
Bland said Monday in an interview.
cause.
"We are providing ice for drinks and
In Georgia Sunday, one guard and
keeping the swimming pool open and
two prisoners were killed in another
accessible."
outbreak.
Bland said inmates of the maximum
"I am sure that any time there are
security institution in Western Kentucky also have been allowed to use • prison disturbances in the country, it

has an impact on our system," Bland
said. "As to what that may (mean), I
can't prognosticate."
The state prison has been notoriously
overcrowded for years, but Bland said
authorities have been able to reduce the
population there drastically in the last
two months
Because of a U.S. Supreme Court
ruling that jail time should be credited
toward parole eligibility, he said, the
F,ddyville institution has been cut by
350 prisoners, leaving about 900.
The others have been transferred to
the medium-security state reformatory
at LaGrange and to minimum security
institutions.

Henley Named To Revision Body
.11Aaa.S(prsulllasa.
named Murray Mayor Melvin Henley,
along with 23 other Kentuckians, to the
Local Government Statute Revision
Commission for a two year term expiling July 1, 1980
Serving along with Henley are:
James Amato, Lexington, Hoy W
Arnold, Danville, Charlotte Baldwin of

Re,çIAttakt_ola
Mitchell; Ferdinand Moore of
Whitesburg; William B. Stansbury of
Louisville; Patsy Judd of Burkesville;
Harry Hoffman of Mt. Sterling; Sylvia
Watson of Louisville; Jim Faith) of
Hawesville; Gene Cline of Grayson;
Joe Tom Haltom of Benton; David
Logsdon of Elizabethtown; Lambert

Hybl of Ncnort—Ilatoz....01*R1
Harlan • Jack Sims of Munfordville•
Russell Williamson of Inez; David A
Sduieidet-of Florence; Dr. W. A. Butts
of Frankfort; M. C. Miller of
Lexington; Dennis Hatfield of
Covington; Vern Johnson of louisvillr
and Dennis Redmond of Maysville.

Altogether, Bland said, Kentucky's
total prison population in recent weeks
has gone from more than 3,800 to about
3,500 men and women.

The commissioner said Cellhouse No.
5 at Eddyville will be completely
renovated, with work beginning next
month or in September.

Directed Verdict Is
Given In Watts Case
Jury selection began in Calloway
County Circuit Court early,today in the
trial of Dwain Bennett, charged with
possession of Quaalude and possession
of a controlled substance in an illegal
container
Calloway County Circuit Judge
James I,assiter Monday ruled a
directed verdict of acquittal in the case
of Michael Watts, charged in a May
Jury indictment with complicity
grand
g
Larg,ed.4aceact
Commonwealth
According
to
Attorney Ron Christopher,'`There was
no evidence (in the Watts case) independent of those involved that tended
to show Watts was guilty "He indicated
that two prosecuting witnesses Dwain
Martin and Gary Foster testified Watts
was involved and aided Martin in at-

tempting to pass a forged prescription
at Safe-T Pharmacy. But, because
there was no other evidence independent of Martin's and Foster's
testimony to show Watts committed the
crime, the court ruled as a matter of
.law that the jury could not decide on the
guilt or innocence of Watts, Christopher
said.
•
. Two men pleaded guilty Monday to a
burglary earlier this year of Tucker TV
_Awlamp Seim
taurant. Awordip,g_
to officials, both were recommended to
receive one year, on each count with
each cpunt,tp run concurrently.
Two other cimei were continued -Jerry Musgrove, charged with auto
theft, until September. and Greg
Lawson, charged with theft, until Oct.
3.

Creative Expression, who will play the
processional and recessional and accompany featured soloist Carl S.
Rogers, associate professor of music.
Carroll, a native of the Heath community in McCracken County, is the first governor in Kentucky history from
the Jackson Purchase. He is also the
first governor in the state's history to
carry all seven congressional districts
in the general election.
Before his election to a four-year
term in 1975, Carroll served the final
year of an unexpired term as chief
executive.
His experience in state government
also includes a term as lieutenant
governor and five terms in the Kentucky House of Representatives, including two sessions as speaker of the
house. His record makes him the only
Kentucky governor to have served as
lieutenant governor and speaker of the
house.
An attorney, the 54th Kentucky
governor has a record of active participation in both civic and church affairs. He has served as chairman of the
Natural Resources and Environmental
Management Committee of both the
National Governors' Conference and
the Southern Governors' Conference.
Carroll is also a former chairman of
the National Conference of lieutenant
Governors.
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slow
clearing
"Slow

clearing this afternoon
becoming partly cloudy tonight.
Partly sunny Wednesday with a
- tight ,chanr Of- showers—end
thunder-showers by afternoon.
•Highs this afternoon in the low
-and mid 80s. Lows tonight from
the upper Ms to low 70s. Highs
Wednesday from the mid 80s to
near 90.
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His Massage Rubbed •
Wife the Wrong Way
By Abigall Van Buren
_ ,978 Di CJ,.‘1QC

I Sy"

Inc

DEAR ABBY: I'm another one of your readers who
never thought she'd be writing to Dear Abby, but here I
am
I found out recently that my husband went to a massage
parlor, and needless to say, he received more than a
massage for his money. He didn't, tell me on his own, but I
found out about it beciuse he CHARGED it! Can you
believe this? When I confronted Nen with the evidence, he
said he had planned to tell me, but he just hadn't gotten
around to it.
We've been married for six years and nothing like this
has ever happened before. He asked me to please forgive
Z.."•him, and he promised it wouldn't .happen again.
I've always considered myself to be a forgiving person,
Ls.
;1 but I can't seem to swallow my pride and leave this
incident in the past where it belongs. Also, I have an'
tl:tnferiority complex, and this hasn't helped matters any.
' I know you're no psychiatrist, Abby. And maybe I need
Meanwhile, I'd appreciate some ideas on how to get
over this hurt.

Moose are,
NEW CHAIRMEN and appointed officers of the Murray Women tat the
Mary Hensler, Lil
Paschall,
Shirley
Williams,
C.
Jo
Jones,
Lee
row,
front
left to right
Glenda Garner, Rita
Cooper,second row,Pam Hall, Lynn Elkins, Lynn Bailey, Jane Blair,
Morrison.
Ann
and
Turley,
Starks, Vickie Dunn, Carol

DEAR SLOW: The only way to get over a hurt is to not
dwell on it. Drive those "poor me" thoughts out of your
mind and think of something else. Time is your best ally.
DEAR ABBY. The letter from the woman whpse friends
consider her some kind of freak because she doesn't drive a
car could have been written by me—but wasn't.
I learned to drive early in life, but I gave it up for the
following reasons:
11) I don't really like to drive, which is reason enough in
a world where we have to do so many things whether we
like them or not.
(2) I'm afraid to drive with all the drunks, kooks, dopes
and plain incompetents who are out there killing and
maiming other ,motorists.
(3) I.have slow reflexes, and I lack confidence in my
_
ability to handle a car expertly.
I recently observed my 65th, birthday, which is more
than can be said for thousands of teenagers who were
killed in automobile accidents because they couldn't wait to
'get their driver's licenses.
So should anyone be so ill-bred as to ask me, "Are you
too stupid to drive a car?" I shall reply, "No, I'm too
ernarr!"
DON'T tIRWE AnD STILL ALIVE AT 65

NEW OFFICERS of the Murray Women of the Moose installed at a recent meeting were, left to right, Judy Travis,
junior regent; Donna Cunningham, junior graduate
regent Joan Herndon, senior regent Pat Stevens, recorder Polly Alexander, treasurer. -

7-08-78
Adults 108
Nursery 1
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Gerald D. Leach, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, Mrs. Debbie E.
Cooper and Baby Girl, Rt, 4,
Benton, Mrs." Barbara M.
YOCUF() and Baby Boy, 114 So.
10th., Murray. Mrs. Patty J.
Cossey and Baby Girl, Rt. 3,
Chewning,
MOrray, Wilford
Rt. 1, Cerulean, Mrs. Marlene
Thweatt, Rt. 3, Benton,
Herbert S. Hughes, 208 Irvan,
Murray, Mrs. Wanda S.
Thorn, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs.
Winnie B. Berkley, Rt. 3 Box
132, Cadiz, Charles E. Tucker,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs. Cathy
Reeder, Mahan Apts. No. 15,
Murray, Miss Teresa J.
Oakley, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs. W.
'Sue Allen, .135 Riviera Ct.,
Murray, Miss Allison D.
Pritchett, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Mabel [5. Picket, Rt. 1 Box
1.83A, Dexter, Mr's. Mabel
Creed, Rt. 1 Box 183 A, Dexter.
Ws. Floy M. Andrews, 500
Pine, Murray,- Mrs. Hattie E,
Martin, Rt. 8, Murray, 3a

Q. Mr. G. E. writes to
express his concern about
the treatment given to his
son who had a dog bite on
his hand. He had an open,
torn wound, which needed
to be sewn, and several
punctures of the skin by
the dog's teeth. Because of
distance, it was several
hours before the boy was
seen in the emergency
room of a large hospital.
In addition to a booster
lockjaw shot, the physician
only cleaned the wounds
and dressed them, saying
that the wounds would
have to be closed later.
This advice necessitated
other trips to have surgery
performed, delayed healing, increased cost, and

W. McCuiston, Rt. 5 Box 2304,
Murray, Mrs. Rubye C.
Morris, Rt. 3 Box 130, Murray,
Guthrie . I. Grogan, Rt, 4,
Murray.
07-09-78
Adults 121
Nursery 1
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Ida Mae Stunson, 171
Riviera Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Doris J. Duncan, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Boyd W. Linn, Rt. 2,
Box 24-A, Murray, Mrs.
Elizabeth Puckett; Dexter,
Mrs. Lois K. Reinhart, 519
Greenfield, Erlanger, Jerome
L. Hicks, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Joan M. Gardner, Rt. 8 Box
1210, Murray, -Mrs. Janet L.
Robinson, 1001 So. 16th ,
Murray, Edward 0. Chadwick, 106 So. 12th., MurTaY,
Mrs. Ivy I. Rogerfr,'" 14111
Poplar, Murra4 Kitt Carson
Green, Box „31/4 Ridgetop.
Tenn., Hee' Et Raspberry,
zel, Mrs, Myrtle R.
Rt. 2,
Fo s, 114 North Porter,
aris, Tenn., Rudy E. Fitts
(expired,509 N.5th., Murray.

taminated from the teeth,
and experience in managing such wounds shows
that secondary closure is
occasionally preferable,
especially if such wounds
are a number of hours old
and dirty. Some of the
-germs grow better in the
absence of the oxygen of
the air (anaerobes), and
they are encouraged by
early closing of the wound.
If a wound is closed early
and if infection begins to
spread into the adjacent
tissue, the sutures often
have to be removed prematurely, allowing the
wound to open and drain. If
so, the pain and swelling
may be considerable.
Then, secondary closure is
deferred even longer. Such
wound infections may require hospitalization and
expense, and the scar may
be larger.
D1UGUID GUESTS
Admittedly, younger
Mrs. David McKee and persons often have greater
and resistence to such an infecMatthew
children,
Mandy, have returned to their tion getting started than do
home in Lexington following a older persons. Cleansing,
twelve days' visit with her resting, and elevating the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James wound usually assures a
E. Diuguid and other relatives better, quicker result.
In other words, bite
in Murray.
wounds regarded by phy
re
cians as relatively
serious from the
treated
and have to
Recent guests of Mrs.
more cauti
Myrtle Jordan have been Mrs.
fresh cle' wound such as
Marion Lockett and son, a cut
Stephen, of Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
Miss Ella Reid Potts of
Chicago, Ill., Mr. and 14_2/
David Ledford and chi*en,
Jessica and Sara, of -Atlanta,
Paducah,
Ga., Matt Potts
rs. James G. Chinese is the oldest
and Mr.
back
Jordan apd children, Scott and living language, dating
than 4,000 years'
more
tillwater, Okla.

probably produced a
larger scar.
Mr. G. E. asks, "Why
couldn't the wounds be
sewed on the first visit? I
think that they could
have!"
A. It is a matter of
professional judgment and
experience of the attending
physician whether to sew
such wounds when they are
first treated (primary
closure I. Instead, he may
clean them by washing
with soap and water and
clearing away dirty, damaged tissue (debridement)
but defer the sewing (secondary closure) until signs
of infection have subsided.
Wounds from bites are
known to be highly con-

(6)
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The song was scassdaloas. The movie is hilarious!

IT

Frances Drake

DEAR MAD Judging from my mail, you are in the
minority. Most vi omen don't want to know. It they did,
they'd see the obvious.
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long,
self-addressed, stamped (28 rental envelope to Abby. 132
Lasky Drive,Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

INSTALLING OFFICERS arthe installation of the %mai(
Women of the Moose wer,efrom the right, Jane Blair, installing guide, Fran OsenGs, installing chaplain, Ora Lee
Farris, who is Deputy Crand Regent, installing regent. On
the left is Joan Herndon, new senior regent

All

You get:
•4 Pieces of fish filet
• crisp french fries
•creamy cole slaw
•2 hushpuppies
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HARPER VALLEY P.T.A.—..BARBARA EDEN • RUNNY COX
NANETTE FARRAY • LOUIS NYE •SUSAN SWIFT — IT PAULSEll
Plus "Cannonball"(PG)

n

Thirty-eight persons met at Looney, Walnut Grove, Mo ;
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Fannie Cunningham,
Ettrie Garland, 316 South Sandoval, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs.
Ninth Street, Murray, on Frank Cunningham, CenSunday, July 2, for the annual tralia, Ill.,— Merle Sjoke,
Boatwright reunion.
Mr. and Mrs.
Beverton,
A bountiful potluck lunch Frank Cuzzy, Metropolis, Ill ;
was served at one p.m. The Mr. and Mrs. .John Brandon,
spent Herndon;
was
afternoon
Olive
Mrs.
reminiscing and taking pic- Waggoner, Wood River, 111 :
tures. Plans were made for Mrs. -Mamie Joiner, Moro,
the reunion on the first Sunday Ill.; Carlton Roberts, Dearin July 1979.
born, Mich.; Johnnie Parker.
Those attending were Mrs. —Holt Mich.; Mr. and Mr,
South
Roberts,
Ronda F'itts, Mr. and Mrs. Gray
O.J. Grogan, Mr. and Mrs. Pasadena, Calif.
Thomas D. Lovett, Amy
Lovett, Mrs. Tom Turner,
Ricky, Robin, and Reva
Turner, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Moody, Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie
Hoberts,Mr. and Mrs. Wade
Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. J.D.
Roberts, Vickie and David,
Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Garland,
and Ron Garland, all of
Murray and Calloway County;
Olin Boatwright and Sherman

Murray
will rehear
nine p.m.
- and shirt
nine p.m.

Lake Are
at the new
County City
pavilion for
at 7:30 p.m.
prepared
square dan
begin on Au
invited

Your-Individual
Horoscope
FOR WEDNESDAY,JULY 26, 1,18
What kind of day will SAGITTARIUS
tomorrow be? To find out what (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
As with Scorpio, you may
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your -birth not be in the best position to
take action on a cherished
project just now, but that
ARIES
needn't deter you from
t Mar. 21 to Apr.
keeping your plans in mind.
Some intrigue likely in CAPRICORN
occupational' circles. YOU
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20( Vi
• remain discreet and keep
Good stellar influences.
involvement to a minimum. Especially favored: realTAURUS
estate interests, home im(Apr. 21 to May 21) •••••tus
provements, family concerns
You may encounter what and social activities.
seems to be undue opposition. AQUARIUS
Take whatever steps are (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)"'
• necessary to overcome it, but
With further thought, you
do not mistake honest now see possibilities in
discussion for hostility.
hitherto barren areas of
GEMINI
achievement so, if you're in a
May 22 to June 21(
mood to take a chance, go
Bonuses indicated from past ahead. Success likely.
efforts. These should give you PISCES
new incentive, perhaps a iFeb. 20 to Mar. 20)
whole new approach to further
Your'impulse to "get going"
successes. Long-range plans should be checked until
'favored.
associates are ready to join
CANCER
you. Forcing matters will only
0 lead to dissension.
8
(June 22 to July 230
A good period for branching
out into new fields if your
YOU BORN TODAY have
regular activities allow you been endowed with a -high
the time. Scientific pursuits order of- intellect, unusual .
especially favored.
versatility and boundless
LEO
ambition. You are a great
July 24 to Aug. 23)614Web lover of luxuries and the good
Exercise extreme caution in things of life; will work
financial matters. Due to -unremittingly to accumulate
having insufficient data, there the things you want — and
could be danger in signing usually attain them. You have
contracts, especially.
a flair for the dramatic and
VIRGO
would make an outstanding
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) HV
writer, playwright, painter,
A new light thrown upon lawyer or statesman. Despite
certain situations should your fine gifts for organization
prime you for fine id- and management, however,
viincement in the offing. you have a tendency to start
Rouse Yourself to work for things and drop them when
superlative attainment.
you lose interest. Try to curb
LIBRA
this trait since it is one which
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 t
could stand in the way of your
A good day for occupational ultimate accomplishment.
interests. Outlook especially Avoid, also, inclinations
favorable if you are seeking toward obstinacy and an infavors from superiors.
sistence on having your .own
SCORPIO
way. Birthdate of. 'George
11
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22i 1e4C Bernard Shaw, dramatist,
Not a prime period for critic; Jean-Baptiste Corot,
trying to push pet schemes; landscape painter; Aldous
for taking the initiative Huxley, Eng. author; Jason
generally. Concentrate on Ftobards, Jr., actor.
routine activities

Tau Phi
will meet
1200 Syc'
seven p.m.

Lee pen
author, poe
will presen
at the Callo
Library at

DEAR DON'T: I/ more people were as smart as you,
we'd have more "alive at 65."
DEAR ABBY: DESPERATE IN DENVER complained
that her relatively young husband has lost interest in sex.
He hasn't. He has lost interest in HER.
He won't go to a doctor because he knows there's.
nothing wrong with him, so he'd look pretty silly. He is
getting it somewhere else. I hope she finds out about. it
sooner than I did

Tue
Murray
meet at t
Smorgasbo

Tonite is
Bargain Mite
At These Theatres

For

program Information,Please Call 753-3314
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Tuesday,July 25
Wednesday,July 26
Murray Lions Club will
Ladies Day luncheon will be
meet at the Colonial House served at Murray Country
Smorgasbord.
Club at noon with Sharon
Wells as luncheon hostess.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority Golf and tennis will be at nine
will meet with Loretta Jobs, a.m.
1200 Sycamore Street, at
seven p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at old beach area of
Murray High School Band Kentucky Dam State Park at
will rehearse from seven to 8:30 p.m.
nine p.m. at the band room,
and shirt sale will be held at
Lakeside Singers will
nine p.m.
perform at Kentucky Dam
Eva Wall Group of State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church will
Bowling for senior citizens
meet At ten a.m. for lunch and
will
be at Corvette Lanes at
program.
j;30 p.m.
Murray TOPS Club meet at
Auto tour of Pt- hours to
the Health Center at seven
visit several active beaver
p.m.
areas with discussion on the
Hayride for seven miles will habits of the beaver will be at
Center Station in Land Betstart at Center Station at 6:30
p.m. Make reservations ween The Lakes at three p.m.

Children

.Tw
t 'Cabaret will
orrn at old beach area at
:30 p.m.
Registration for parks and
Recreation workshop will be
held at the office. For information call 767-4449 or 7537640.
Tuesday, July 25
- A Pops Concert by the
Murray State Symphony
Orchestra, directed by Prof.
Neale Mason, will be at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University, at 8:15 p.m. This is
free and opento the public.

The Kentucky Easter Seal
Society and the Kentucky
Diabetes Association will cosponsored the camping
session for the 50 youngsters
from eight to 15 years of age.

iilarious!

PG

Lee Pennington, Kentucky
author, poet, and folk singer
will present a poetry reading
at the Calloway County Public
Library at 7:30 p.m.
Lake Area Singles will meet
at the new Murray-Calloway
County City Park At the first
pavilion for a potluck supper
at 7:30 p.m. Persons should be
prepared to register for
square dance lessens which
begin on Aug. I. All singles are
invited.

Miss Kathy Richardson
and Dan Watson

Lakeside Singers will
perform at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m.

Watermelon Feast for
students, faculty, *Leff, and
friends of Murray State
University will be held from
2:30 to four p.m. on the lawn
just of west of Oakhurst.
Recordings of nature will be
3:30 p.m. at Center Station,
Land Between the Lakes,

Mr. and Mrs. G. P. Richardson of Georgetown, Ind., annOunce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Kathy, to Dan Watson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dwight
L. Watson of Murray Route Two.
The bride-elect received a B. A. in biology and chemistry
from Murray State University in 1975. She is now employed as
a biology teacher at Christian County High School, Hopkinsville.
Mr. Watson presently., attends Murray State University
working toward an area in chemistry with majors in biology
and physics and a minor in mathematics. He also farms with
his father at Kirksey.
Miss Richardson is the granddaughter of Mrs. E. C. Watts of
Paducah. Grandparents of the groom are Mr. and.Mrs. Lexie
Watson and Mrs. Tannie D. Johnson, all of Murray Route Two.
The wedding is scheduled for Saturday, Aug. 12, at 7:311p.m:
at the Edgewood •Baptist Church, Sanderson Drive, HtIdnsville, with the Rev. E. D. Helton officiating. A receptitn is
scheduled to follow in the church fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend both the wedding ceremony and the reception.

INNY COX
'AT PAULSE

HUGE
SAVINGS
The most FAMOUS
HOME ENTERTAINMENT SALE of all!

o•••

Association of Kentucky in the
Western Kentucky area.
The group of persons attending
the
meeting
represented citizens from
Benton,
Paducah
and
surrounding towns and were
invited by Mrs. Peggy Nolcox
of Benton.
Parker
Hodgman,
Executive
Director
of
Epilepsy Association of
Kentucky, whose agency is
committed to serve the
Commonwealth's over 72,000
persons
with
epilepsy,
outlined needs and plans to
meet these needs. Job opportunities for epileptics,
community and professional
education, client advocacy,
self help groups, information
and
referral
programs
and
community
needs
assessments are among those
areas requiring major emphasis,
according
to
Hodgman.
Mrs. Mary Leonidakis,
M.S.S.W. at the University of
Kentucky's Department of
Neurology and Membership

L

ir HOSPITAL NEWS

ries

Around _Hazel--

Vi,sitors From Fort Eustis
Visiting Relatives Here

By Mrs. Herbert Alton._
July 13, 197Li
Miss Rita Alton and Miss
Beverly Sirflmons spent last
week with Mr. and Mrs. David
Robertson and children in
Pensacola, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs.'Kenneth White
Chairperson of the State
Association, reviewed the and Miss Linda Alton spent
medical and social im- last week with Mr. and Mrs.
plications of epilepsy. In Dennis Hasty and Tammy in
addition,
Mrs.
Carol Fort Eustis, Va. They also
Berryman, Job Development went to Washington, D. C.
Specialist, discussed the while on vacation. Mrs. Hasty
services offered to persons and Tammy carve home with
with the condition of epilepsy them for a short acation with
under a CETA grant which is relatives.
David and Robyn Alton
administered
the
by
spent Saturday with their
Association.
Persons wishing further grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
information regarding ser- Herbert Alton. Sunday afvices, participation in the ternoun visitors of Mr. and
Epilepsy Association or Mrs. Herbert Alton and Rita
general information are en- were Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
couraged to contact either Sanders, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Mrs. Peggy Nolcox at 102 West
7th Street, Benton, Kentucky
42025; telephone number (502)
527-9184, or the Epilepsy
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Association of Kentucky, 845
Ludwig Larson of Murray
Lane 'Allen Road, Lexington,
Kentucky 40504; telephone has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
number 606t 278-5472.

Ned 7 'sooty

Mrs. Rhonda J. Flint and
Baby Boy, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Mrs:-Johnnie B. Cook, 120 N.
17th., Mayfield, Arthur W.
_ Kinel, 503 N. 1st., Murray.
Mrs. Wilma L. Borders, Rt. 2.
Murray, Mrs. Anita D. Bolin,
Rt. 3, Box 6, Clinton, Kn.
VIDEO MATIV.TOUCH-TUNE
Martha J. Baucum, Rt.' 1,
FINE FURNITURE COLOR TV
Henry, Tenn., S. Jay Newton
This outstanding Magnavox brings you a beautiful
Jr., 1104 County Cork,
25" diagonal color picture at tho touch of your
Murray, Richard W. Watkins,
linger electronically. No moving parts to wear
Rt. 2, Hazel, Jimmy E.
out And, you may add the convippience of remote
Parrish, Rt. I. Dexter.
control at time of _purchase ..or later.
Douglas A. Bell, 1709 Miller,
Murray, Mrs. Betty J.
Ilratton, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.,
.lames C. Bynum, Box-24,
Sedalia, Mrs. Elva N. Collins,
Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs. Joyce E.
Ha yli;r:_lt4rk'
Iain
tillil
---T
1:1.,
tells, Murray, MIfYo;
Jeanne M. Schroeder, Rt. 8,
Box 2, Murpiy,..11
1%
. . Aga
----1
,
nrg5Camitli ~Hamilton.
PIANOS.
ORGANS
TV's -STEREOS
Murray, John T. Stafford, Rt.
5,
Murray, Mrs. Ruth
Dixieland
753-7575
Lassiter, 714 Elm, Murray,
Center
Mrs. Nell W. Graham, Box
178, Fulton.

COME IN...BUY NOW!

•
Alton, Linda._ _Robyn- and
David, Deborah Sitnrnonsl
Mrs. Dennis Hasty, Tammy
Hasty, and Mrs. Kenneth
White.
Sorry to hear that Otis
Wilson is sick and in the
hospital. Hope he will soon be
able to be home.
Garry
Raspberry
is
vacationing in Florida this
week.

Dixie4and
Center

ETCHED GLASSWARE-doripos vf, patterns to
choose from-all done in Our Own Shop.
Also Specializing in complete lines of
101 7
9.-1 2s
5rie, ENGRAVABLE JEWELRY AND SILVER
Come in and register for FREE GIFTS Through Aug. 1,1978

Mon.-Sat
9.00 to i!V 00
Sunday
LOD 11)5.00
Central Shopping
Center

OUR ANNUAL
SUMMER INVENTORY
REDUCTION SALE
EVERYTHING
ON
SALE

I

NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS

7.20,
9:15

Camp Green Shores had
already provided camping
experiences for 145 in the two
sessions held previously this
summer, according to Alan
Kelley,camp director.

07-10-78
Adults 128
Nursery 0

1-3314

7:25,
9:35

The youngstesa for this
session came from Calloway,
Daviess, Fayette, Fleming,
Graves, Hardin, Henderson..
Hopkins, Jefferson, Kenton,
Letcher, Livingston, Union,
and Wailren counties.
Camp activities included
swimming, fishing, boating,
camperafts, overnight
camping, and horseback
riding.

Plans Foi'Epilepsy Chapter
In Area Discussed, Benton
A number of civic leaders,
officials and interested persons gathered on July 20 in the
lounge of the Bank of Benton
for several hours of discussion
and a film showing on
epilepsy. In addition, plans
were discussed to establish a
chapter of the Epilepsy

SENIOR CITIZENS—Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Turnek were hosts for the third annual
potluck picnic for senior citizens and friends held at their home on June 22. The group
"-enjoyed visiting and singing, and Virgil Nanney entertained by playing the guitar. Pictured in top photo, left to right, back row, Vernon Turner, Edith Irvan, Virgil
Nannev,
Willie Emerson, Flossie Snow, Vivian Beach, middle row, Lexie Hicks, Ruth Nlanney,
Meda Jackson, Clara Henicke, Hazel Locke, Daisy Wickoff, Ellie Jones, front row, Sandy
Emerson, bus driver, and Lalla Boyd. In the bottom photo are, left to right, Pauline
Cooper, Florence Houston, Tommie Turner, Geneva Belcher, Pearlene Gordon,
Claude Page, Lovala Page, TItyra Crawford, Hazel Ahart, Minnie B. Shrader, and Erma
Lovett. Others attending but not pictured are Janeen Thorn, Sue Chadwick,James Turner, Jim Turner, Jim Adams; DonnaAdams, David Newsome,Christene Thurman, C. A.
Townsend,Donald Jones,and Verona Grogan, director of Murray Senior Citizens.

In addition to the Camp
Green Shores summer staff of
60 teachers and college
students, the
diabetes
association also provided
two physicians, additional
registered nurses and a
dietitian to further provide for
the special needs of the
campers for this session. "The
children were under constant medical care,— a
spokesman reported.

Thursday, July.27
Murray-Calloway
Cpunty
Theatre will present "The
Thread That Runs So True" at
eight p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Park.

Twilight Cabaret will
perform at old beach area of
Kentucky Dam State Park at
8:30 p.m.

V.

Camp Green Shores, the
Easter Seal resident camp at
Rough River Lake, was the
site for a special camping
session for children with
diabetes from July 9 to July
20

before one p.m. at the cam- ' Hazel Senior Citizens
will
pground gates j- at Center meet the
Hazel Community
at
Station.
Center at twelve noon.

On display in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University will
be a painting exhibition by
Michelle
Broadhurst,
Louisville, which, will be
shown through Aug. 12.

used 7:45,915

Camping Held
For Diabetic

DO NOT MISS THIS GREAT ANNUAL EVENT!
ONCE A YEAR ONLY WE MUST REDUCE OUR
INVENTORY BY SELLING EVERY ITEM IN OUR
STORE AT 25% OFF OUR REGULARlOW PRICES.
EVERY NOTION ITEM, ALL PATTERNS, & EVERY
YARD OF FABRIC INCLUDED

With fries or baked potato
and topping, Stockade .
Toast, drink A complete
meal, priced like a snack!

Phillip B. Klapper, M.D.
Otolaryngology
announces
the Opening of his office
for Surgery and Diseases
of the Ear, Nose and Throat.
At 803

By Appoontment

Poplar Street

Phone 759-4811
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Looking Back

Opinion Page

O

WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Times
&
Murray 'Ledger
periodically publishes the addresses
Of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressionaT switchboard, 332-2243121.
—the mailing addresses:
Here are
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D.C. 20510
Sea. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C.20510
Murray Field Office,753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bidg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
k.siembly is in session by dialing 1564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of •state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray,Ky.42071

10 Years Ago
Mr. and Mrs. William Fandrich were
guests at a dinner by Kentucky Gov.
Louie B. Nunn at the governor's
mansion recently.
Bro. James Yates of Oak Ridge,
Tenn., will be the speaker at a series of
gospel meetings to be held by the
Friendship Church of C'hrist from July •
28 to Aug. 2.
Descendants of the late Dick Smith,
pioneer of Stewart County, Tenn., met
for the annual reunion at Paris Landing
on July 23.
Miss Betty Sue Morris and David
Stephen Gallimore were married June
15 at the Puryear Baptist Church.
Walt Disney's "Blackbeard's Ghost"
starring Dean Jones and Suzanne
Pleshette is showing at the Capri
Theatre.

in the shade of a giant cottonwood tree.
Free at last. What was her crirne? How
long could she have served to die so
young? Was the few hiladred yard
journey cross the road and under the
wooden arch marked "prison
cemetery" her first and only trip
outside those high walls since sentencing?
There is no question of the fate of:

f>uring his tour of Germany earlier this
month. President Caner made a visit to the
Berlin WsAl - that historic landmark which
symbolically divides the Free and Communist worlds The wall had been quickly
whitewashed the night before the President's
arrival in order to eradicate the anti-Communist graffiti In viewing this monument.
the President rightly called it "a wasteland of
the human %pint" a place where people can
be imprisoned for their exercise and defense
Of human rights

White male, executed. The crude
printed figures don't tell us when or
why. With that low amber was he
hanged? Or had the electric chair come
to Oklahoma by then? Time and the
wind that never seems to cease blowing
across these plains have obliterated the
numbers on most of.atie other stones in
"Death Row," which seems a strange
designation for that part of the
graveyard reserved for prisoners
dispatched by the state instead of their
Maker. Onetombstone has its head lopped off so that only the letters "EXC"
appear on the portion of stone
protruding from the sod like a busted
tooth.
W 20391 rates yellow plastic flowers
on his grave, the only evidence of grief
hereabouts, save for the keening of the
lociists in the tall grass. On visitors day
at the penitentiary, a handful of
relatives may cross the road and open
the gate, but perhaps months and years
and decades go by without anyone
pausing to remember W 11252 or B 7563.
From yonder machine-gun mounted
tower, sirens wail the prisoners'
passing hours — get up, wash up, line
up, chow up, work details, bed check —
without anymore disturbing the sleep of
W 14021 or B 19722.
Not all the numbers here are
nameless in death. James Whithope,
Leroy Ellis. John Barber, Andrew
Suggs and a few others have their
names as well as heir numbers on their
headstones, a custom that seems lo
have begun around 1939, judging from
the dates.

The Best Thing To Happen
To Plains Since The Peanfit
I finally made it!
I have been to Plains, Ga., President
Carter's hometown. On three earlier
trips into South Alabama and Southwest Georgia, and after Mr. Carter was
elected to the White House, I .had attempted to get to his little town, but
egtiPtime my plans were thwarted. by
whether or some other plans which
superseded mine.
A couple weeks ago, however, the
pieced fell into-Place and we made the
150-mile drive from our son's home in
Troy, Ala., across Lake Eufaula and
thrptigh a beautiful farming cotui-,
tryside to Plains.
Much the same size as Hazel, Mains
isn't at all like I had imagined it to be.
Instead of a little dusty bend in the road
typical of many rural communities, I
found a picturesque little railroad town
with wide; tree-lined streets bordered
by verandaed, typically Southern
,homes.
I can picture it as a peaceful, sleepy
little place in which to live befare Mr
Carter's election sent sightseers like
myself streaming into it by the
thousands.
There is no question but that its
sudden thrust into world prominence
has drastically changed the cornplection of the town, much to the cagrin
of some of its long-time residents. A
number including Brother Billy Carter,
have moved out into the countryside or
away from Plains altogether because
of the crowds.
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One still around, however, is Mrs
Sarah Wise Turpin, a charming
Southern lady extremely proud of her
Plains heritage. As a volunteer hostess.
she was presiding over the guest book
in the old railroad station which served
as Mr. Carter's 1976 presidentia
campaign headquarters, when I met
her.
It was Mrs. Turpin's doctor uncle, the
late Dr Sam Wise, who delivered
President Carter in the one-story,
verandaed original Carter home some
300 yards from the heart of town on a

Capitol Ideas

are granted none of the safeguards of a free
society The idea of justice in the Soviet
.
Union is far different than ours.
. It is somewhat. ironic that the latest tnals
and convictions of Shcharansky, Ginsburg,
Filatov and others came on the eve of
"Captive Nations Week," an internationallyobserved salute to the one billion victims of
Communism throughout the world, This past
week marks the 20th year_that this observance has occurred According to Public
Law 86-90. the President is authonzed and

The recent Soviet trials have provided the
West with a glaring example of the differences between totalitarian and free stat
Philip M.Crane
The sole purpose of Soviet law is to oph
requested to issue ii"( aptiiii'Slation, Week the power of the state Political trials are held
proclamation each year "until such time as
with the goal of crushing the dissident
freedom Did independence, have been
_movement Rights that Americans rarely
achieved for all captive nations of the world "
question - the concept of being innocent until
The,Communists have vehemently protested
proven guilty, the right to trial by imthe obsen,ance Of this week because it serves
partial jury, the right to an adequate defense
as a reminder to the world that over one
in court • are not known in Russia indeed,
-----b•Hrem-ssf-itteterverferVeR1311,eft"--7":7"
0T Tri71,1,the
ag"is-Tr-onIf America is to remain a free and strong
verdict is already assumed - •guilty as
socwty, we fnust constantly rememkr.that
charged Defendants are not allowed to
over half' the world resides under the
produce witnesses or documents in theif
Communist yoke We must maintain a firm
defense Defense ilawyers must receive apmilitary ,,posture aJrg totalitarian. powers
....,Apval by liaboate in orts to be &aslant:di° a
and vurt countnet hich are vital to our
.CaSe, and are not allowed to argue the caw
security Only by remaining a strong world
too vigorously The accused are generally not
power can we hope to maintain our freedom.
allowed to ea family or friends or seek legal
(The American Conservative Union is
advice before the trial, and are subleat to
located at 316 Pennsylvania Ave.. S E . in
pretrial interrogations In short, the accused
2000t)

waoeneinn, DC

sleepy, shaded side street.
"Why, I've know the Carter family
all'my life," she exclaimed proudly,
"and I well remember when Jimmy
was born."
The walls of the former office of the
old station are covered with campaign
and presidential pictirres of the Carters, many made by son Jeff, an accomklished photographer. In the
freight area of the oldlation is simply
another of the score or more souvenir
shops in town, featuring, as they all do,
pictures of the Carters for framing and
printed on every kind af souvenir
imaginable from soap shaped like
peanuts to peanut butter.
My only puchase WAS a 25-cent-fan,
like Mom used to take to church, to
fight off the gnats which constantly
buzz about your face wherever you go.
All the stores open wide onto the
canopyed side*alk and few are airconditioned. Regardless of their line of
wares, almost all are now very much in
the souvenir business. There is one
exception, howeve‘ Turner's Hardware and Depaffissent Store, although
closed for the afternoon as it is every
Wednesday, prouldy proclaimed itself
as "The Store That Didn't Change."
I figured Mr. Turner to be a
Republican and possibly a sore loser.
The antique store of Cousin Hugh
Carter, whose book, "Cousin Beedie
and Cousin Hot Shot," has ao aroused
the ire of Brother Billy as well as the
President, is nearby. He has some
beautiful and apparently authentic
antique pieces under all his souvenir
wares, although an $8 "Carter peanut
basket," we examined was stamped as
having been "Made in Taiwan."
There are two places to eat in Plains
and you can imagine how crowded they
are when the weekend and hpliday
crowds descend upon the Om.
One, advertising "all kinds of ice
cream," is the Main Street Cafe Press
Room Pub. The other is the Kontry
Korner, just across the tracks from the
railroad station and featuring barBy DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer

becue, which I couldn't resist trying. It
is nothing compared with our famous
West Kentucky barbecue, nor did I
expect it to be, but after tromping
around town for a couple hours,
anything can taste good. Their peanut
butter pie, however was great.
If you want, you can take either of
two commercialized tours around town
and get a running commentary on what
you are seeing. One "Carter Country
Tours," is located just across the street
from the railroad station between the
Open Hearth C,ouniiit-Store and Gift
Shop and the Plains Medical Center,
The hour-long tour costs $2.50 for adults
and $1.50 for children.
If you want to wait while any of your
party takes a tour, you call pass the
time comfortably and pleasantly in one
of Miss Lillian's big rocking chairs,on
the freight station platform.
Although you can drive by Miss
Lellian's home on Church Street, which
is the main street and Highway 280
through town, you can't get anywhere
near the President's home. The street
to it is blocked off, its entrance guarded
by Secret Service men who have been
quartered in one of the pretty old homes
nearby.
It's Brother Billy's. Shell service
station which seems to be the No. 1
tourist attraction. Under a slanted
metal roof and with its junky outdoor
grease rack, it, thanks to the President,
has become the most famous serviee
station in the country.
It also is headquarters for the tour
set-vice, Billy's Peanut Express Tours,
which leave by the big, dirty RC Cola
clock over the door. Parked nearby and
a favorite background for the picture
takers is Billy's "Red Necked Power
Pickup," without question the country's
most known pickup truck today.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. William
Scott was worried He could foresee the
day when Soviet nuclear missiles would
be streaking toward the United States
and he was determined that no
whooping crane or ivory billed woodpecker would block the U.S. response.
The problem as Scott saw it was the
Endangered Species Act, the federal
law that protects plants, animals, birds
and fish which are in danger of extinction
"Suppose a bird of some endangered
species was in front of an intercontinental ballistic missile," the
Virginia Republican told the Senate
"They could not release that-snissile
"To me that would be a ridiculous
offense.
"I do not believe any commander
worth his salt would pay attention to the
Endangered Species Act. I think he
would go ahead and release the missile,
but he would be disobeying the law and
kct1ia1tne a1120.00a
1.1.14.1*
iind trnprisonthent of up to a year."
The people responsible for launching
the U.S. nuclear arsenal can rest a little
easier. The Senate accepted Scott's
idea lend amended the act to exempt
theist
)
If your claim ko fame ill being
president of the Fertilizer Institute, it
to have a sense of humor
he

The J. G. Chemist Company has
selected Murray as a site for a small
plant, according to L. D. Miller,
executive secretary of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce. The plant will
manufacture adhesives, according to
Don Keller, owner of the firm.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ina
Lamb, age 84.
New reinforced glass doors have been
Installed at three entrances of the
Calloway County Court House.
Airman Joe L. Perry, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Buford Perry of Alino Route One,
has completed his initial course of Air
Force basic military training.
Harold Curtis Craig of the Hazel
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America is pictured with a group at the
FFA Leadership Training Center,
Hardinsburg.
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PEANUTS

30 Years Ago
Dr. Ella R. Weihing, dean of women
at Murray State College, has resigned
her duties as dean and will remain as
an instructor in the Department of
Languages and Literature, MSC.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lucy
Smith.
Martha Lindsey has been named as
,teacher of home economics and Tim
O'Brien as coach at the Murray
-Training School, according to Dr.
Ralph H. Woods, president of Murray
State College.
The Rev. E. R. Ladd of Paducah will
be the evangelist at the annual revival
meeting at the North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church..
James Edwin Collie, Sr., Eugene
Hilton Smith, and Quava Clark Smith,
all of Murray, are enrolled in Indiana
University-this summer.

YOU
ADOPT

NANCY

Today
In History

Today is Tuesday, July 25, the 2060
day of 1978. There are 159 days left in
the year)
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1963,the United States,
the Soviet Union and Britain signed a
treaty prohibiting nuclear testing in the
atmosphere, in space and under water.
On this date
In 1878, the first Chinese diplomatic
mission to the United States arrived in
washington.
Down a side street is the Plains
Baptist Church, a picturesque frame • In 1934, Adolf Hitler staged an unsuccessful attempt to take over
building with its shaded but bare
Austria. Troops of the Nazi. Black
parking areas. It is here where the
Guard assassinated Austrian ChanCarters worshipped before going to
cellor Engelbert Dollfuss.
Washington. Across the street is the
In 1952, Puerto Rico became a selfschool the Carter boys and Amy at-governing commonwealth of the United
tended. _
States.
In 1956, the Italian ocean liner Andrea
Plains, originally, was much like any
Dona and a Swedish ship, the
little southern town you'd find, but its
Stockholm,collided off the coast of New
appeal today is its reflection of
England, and the Andrea Doria sank,
American democracy in action and the
with a loss of 50 lives.
magic of one of its local peanut farmer
And Edwin M. Wheeler has one which
In 1989, Sen. Edward Kennedy
residents rising to the most powerful
enabled him to give a Senate committee
pleaded guilty to leaving the scene of a
political office in the world.
fatal accident and was given a twothe following assessment of the annual
It's true, its easy, relaxed way of life
shortage of rail cars:
month suspended sentence. The trial
cloaked
with
combeen
has
"There are four things that happen
followed ihe drowning of Mary Jo
mercialization and its streets choked
every year which signal the arrival of
Kopenchne when Kennedy's car
with vehicles from every corner of the
plunged off a bridge on Chappaquiddick
spring. They occur every year without
country — folks just like me interested
Island, Mass.
fail.
in seeing where it all started.
In 1972, Democratic vice presidential
"First, the swallows come back to
But regardless of whether some of the
Capistrano.
old timers like it or not, Jimmy Carter nominee Thomas Eagleton of Misssouri
said he had undergone psychiatric
"Second, the Farragut Square Park
has been the best thing to happen to the
therapy, including electric shock
at noontime is full of the city's young
sleepy little town-- and the area- since
treatment, for depression.
ladies and osiers thereof.
they discovered the peanut.
Ten years ago: The Cabinet of
'Third, there is a railroad car
,
shortage.
President
Rene Barrientos Orturio of
Ledger & Times
Roliva resigned in a political crisis
"Fourth, there is a formal
resulting from publication of the diary
congressional inquiry into the rail car
Walter 1. pperson
Publisher
of the late Cuban revolutionary Ernesto
shortage problem.
II Gene MeCuicheon
Editor
The Murray ledger k Tones is pubhabed
"Che" Guevara.
"Accordingly, one can say that
every afternoon except Sundays, Jill), 4, ChristFive years ago: The White Hoe---Spring 1978 has officially arrived
mas rimy, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc 103 _N 4th St.
announced
the resignation of former
because all four events have again
Murray, Ky. WI Socciad Class Pattie Paid at
Treasury Secretary John Connally as
occurred and right on schedule."
Murray,Ky 42671
SUBSCRIPTION RA1V.% In areas served by
an unpaid part-time adviser to Presii.aeriers. 02 50 per month, payable in advance
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sentence uttered by a politician in 1978
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halted warier* between Egypt and
rem Rs mad ta_other degtinaraliellAULPIR-,
Libya.
yaw
D-N.Y. Although July might seem a bit
Member of Aartoriated Press KfirdiSelly Press
Today's birthdays Longshoreman
early in the year for such an honor, it is
Aanabkation and Souther, No..sspuper Pusiiiaers
Amasasion
and
writer Eric Hoffer is 78 years old.
hard to imagine anyone topping
The Amociated Prams is eachadvely entitled to
Moynihan's remark about the !chi pture
Democratic Ben. Frank Church of
local news erittliwied by iliajimpsey
news
'
•4
gartTirnes as well at all other AP
file
Idaho is 54
rsisseinea- 'SABERS
senator:
York
753-191.
Thought for today: Marriage Is a
Said the New
M41111111101011kw
7S11916
Closalheit A6Vertunna
very good thing, but it's a mistake to ,
"Isis • achieves an aesthetic tran753-1919
I litaptayt Advertising
Retail
753-1916
make a habit .1% it -- Somerset
substantiation of that which is at once
I Ir. %gothic
75119111
News and Spagta Dept
Maugham, English writer, 1874-1981.
elusive yet ineluctable in the modern
N.
sensibility."

-Scott Is Worried

As Solzhenitsyn and other foreign observers have noted, it is easy to ignore the
menacing threats to our freedoms when we
live in a society where personal liberties are
taken for granted Americans hold the rights
of the individual in high regard, and we often
lose sight of the fact than these rights are not
upheld by most of the world powers

4

LINCONSC I
'LAME SKU
N1.41i% ON
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20 Years Ago_
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SOVIET TRIALS ARE A TRAVESTY OF JUSTICE
By Congressman
Philip M Crane, Chairman
A mei-scan Conservative Union

\
50t_VIE
FOUNP I

1-4•
Living, Dying
fly Numbers
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
Al' Special Correspondent
° MCALESTER, Okla. (AP) — Years
efore the computer threatened to
duce all humanity to a statistic, men
• lived and died by the numbers- ,
60939
. 12-25-1900
10-29-59
Women. too'
70376 B-F
1-16-1938
7-41961
Stark in their entirety, blunt as the
:.residing judge's gavel, these are
1:-Ispitaphs on the whitewashed head, .1aones in the prison cemetery. across
::bw highway from the maximum secur"Aty wing of the Oklahoma penitentiary.
:By the hundreds, the convict dead are
AockstoPped into orderly rows, each in
..his last narrny cell forever laid, ser:•ving the finarsentence.
s. No crosses, no sculptured angels, no
sricouth rhymes *implore the passing
lribute of a sigh_ Not even a "Beloved
Father Of...," a "Loving Wife Of..." or
• a -Rest in Peace."
All we know of 60939 is that he was
born on Christmas Day,1900 and died at
age 58 on Oct. 29, 1969. Somewhere
along the way, melancholy marked him
for her own. If he wasn't a lifer, it
turned out that way.
Off to the side near the unlocked gate,
:segregated by race and sex, 70376 B-F,
a black female who died at age 23, rests
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He said the plaque carries-.
this inscription: "So named
after. Chet Huntley.. whose
publicity in 1965 aided a small
group in eastern Kentucky in
building a badly needed
road."
After Huntley publicized the
community's attempts to get
- state- to-Attend Kentucky- 292, donations began pouring

With Garlic Bread and 1'2 price on
Combination Salad (with meal)
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CLOSED
MONDAYS

Inside
Dining
Only

Wednesday Night

4 to 10 P.M.
Includes as Always

FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS

You Can't Eat This Good

uaranteed
Quick
Service

nt hnnip fnr 99'
Luxurious Dining
for 275 People

Now 2 Kitchens
To Better Serve
Our Customers

N TONIGHT!5:00PM

of women
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remain as
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Mrs. Lucy

named as
s and Tim
le Murray
ig to Dr.
of Murray

LOVELY, Ky. (AP)
Motorists who drive into a tiny
Martin County community
after Aug. 26 wOn't have any
trouble recognizing it.
There'll be a plaque on the
highway, identifying the area
as "Huntleyville," in honor of
the late newscaster Chet
Huntley, who is credited with
bringing in the money that
built a 3.9 mile stretch of road.
-If he hadn't come to our
aid, we. wouldn't have the
road," said Martin J. Stepp,
chairman of the Martin
County
Better
Roads
Organization-'The marker will
be plated about 70 feet from
the driveway of a private
home.
That way, the state'can't
say we're doing anything'
wrong," continued Stepp
during a telephone interview
Monday.

Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant

''We got enough to rent the
machinery and went ahead
and did the, job ourselves,"
said Stepp.

PEANUTS

YOU WANT U5 TO
ADOPT THI5 DOG?

Kentucky Town
Named After
NBC Newscaster
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Here's How

Home Problem Produce Advice
By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN

c4i•

FIRST

stooe

PLAN

DESPITE APPEARANCES this is not an "A-frame" house,according to its
designer. The rafters start higher than the ceilings of the first floor, rather
than lower as in a true A-frame. The dramatic 25x15 living-dining room
soars two stories high. A kitchen, two bedrooms, a bath and.a laundry
alcove complete the first floor. Two smaller bedrooms and bath are on the
seconcHevel. For more information on Plan HA I047A write architect Jerold
L. Axelrod -enclostng a stamped, self-addressed envelope-at 275
BroadhoLlow Road, Melville, N.Y. 11746.

,HOIJSE
how many ways there are to
save energy and dollars by the
proper use of household items
we have known for years One
-of these is the ordinary window
shade.
Rssearchers at the Illinois Institute -of Technology in Chicago discovered after extensive
tests that the common variety
of window shade can make a
significant_ contribution
to cut.
Ung indoor heat loss and heat
gain in hot weather
The tests were conducted tin-

TAX CHANGES FOR HOMEOWNERS

If even more thermal efficiency is desired, shades can
be laminated with aluminum
foil or other materials or
treated with pigmented vinyls
and other plastics and resins.
Often bought solely for decorative and privacy purposes, window shades appear to be taking
on a new dimension by lowering energy consumption.

Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime

OR
Ron Talent 753-9894
Jim Herndon 759-1184

der )conditions simulating a
well-insulated home. Outside
temperatures ranged between
33 degrees and 50 degrees
Fahrenheit in the winter and 8.5
arid 95 .degrees Fahrenheit in
the summer. Because windows
are ,excellent conductors of
:-.eat. they are poor insulators.
This explains why so much
more summer heat can enter
through a window than through
the walls surrounding it and
then, in the _winter, so _much
furnace heat can make its getaway through those same windows. The study showed that
shades act as barriers against
both heat loss and heat buildup.

The Illinois Tech study also
found that the shade-hanging
arrangement and the room airflow pattern play unportant
roles in the ability of the
shades to reduce heat flow in
and out of windows l'he pulleddown roller shades tested were
.mounted within the window
frame, had only a quarter-inch
clearance at their sides and
just touched the sill—

JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
Cindy Gamble 759-1398
Linda McKinney 753-8576

Modern Bath Fixtures. . .
. . . For Homes of Today
,.14`. Aqua Glass
•
11!!4

Buy Where
' You Get
'Best Quality
•Best Price
•Largest Selection

(Over 125 In
Stock at All
Times)
Ready For
Immediate
Delivery!

•,
208

Bath Fixture
By Eljer '
To Match
Our Tub &
Showers

Murray Supply Co.
Phone 153-3361
E. Main
•

Here's the Answer

Can you install your.own
kitchen? More and more
people are answering this
question in the affirmative.
either to- save Money -Or - because they take pride in responding to do-it-yourself
challenges—or both.

answered in advance, by.instruction.
The problem areas,
primarily, are three: layout.
preparation and budget.
Using dimensions he directs you to take—accurately

cabinet installation height,
how to square corners.
He will help you align your
dreams with your dollars.
perhaps by planning for, new
appliances now but postponing their purchase. -

What used to be the exclusive domain of the professional now is a 50-50 proposition. More people are capable of wielding screwdriver
and hammer.
More manufacturers of
cabinetry are providing instructions the home handyman can follow with satisfactory results.
If you are truly reluctant,
by all means employ a professional. Or combine the
best of both methods: employ a professional to take
measuremen(s, design the
layout, specify materials and
estimate costs—then proceed with the installation at
your own pace and price.

and in inches—the qualified
-dealer will dray/ for you a
correct, finished layout, saving you time and avoiding errors y:ou might unknowingly
build in.
He will then advise you on
such matters as how to locale
wall studs, how to deterMine'

Slice remodeling g kitc•Easis
isn't an everyday event
may, ifl fact, occur only
in your l'ifetime!
preliminary and even occaIlona' on-site advice during
installation can make doing it
yourself a real pleasure, with
no strain on your budget.

tine thing you shouldn't
do--ever—is plunge into a
kitchen remodeling without
being aware of all it entails.
o help you understand
cabinet installation, manufacturers like Riviera have
films that illustrate the process, one step at a time. They
take you through the installation of wall cabinets, then
base cabinets, then counter
tops, explaining in detail the
_techniques of each phase_

A. - More and more -lumber
yards are carrying this type of
wood. Wherever it is sold, plans
for outdoor projects are available without cost.
Q. - I bought a bottle of
shellac a couple of weeks ago.
Since I have never used shellac, I was disappointed to find
that there are no instructions
on the bottle for mixing it with
a thinner, which I understand
is required.
A. - The mixing of shellac
with denatured alcohol depends
on the so-called -cut" of the
kind you buy. For your first
job, when mixing shellac as a
sealer, use about three parts of

Yes, you should paint
walls before you install
cabinets: and if you're replacing floor coverings, do
that before you install
citimets. too.
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You may choose a
look of yesterday
or tomorrow but
the blinds are
totally today!

To Complete
Your Dreams
Choose From
Our Large
Slection of •

Carlos
Black Jr.
Painting
20 Years
Experience

es.

amil 4 p.m. SfOwilorps, to Moro

diseivery of the newspaper COI
insist be pieced by I p.m
weekdays w 4 p.m. Sotordoys
to essionsotois detiorty,

( To help you decide when to
replace an existing roof, 'what
to- took for In new roofing and ---!`-how to choose a contractor, get
---a copy of Andy Lang's "Roofing Guide," available by sending 35 cents and a long,
STAMPED, self-addressed envelope to Know-How, P.O. Box
477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.
Questions of general interest
will be answered in the column,
but individffal correspondence
cannot be undertaken.)

*beautiful

MISS YOUR PAPER?

lootorreff

Q. — How long are asphalt
shingles supposed to last?
A. - Most of today's asphalt
shingles are designed to provide satisfactory service for be'tween 15 and 25 years.

*Energy
Saving

, Of course its not all that
simple! But because certain
situations are basic to the
majority of installations, the
majority of questions can be

Subscribers who Wee not
received their borne-dedivered
(spy of the Mersey Ledo's
Times by 5.30 p.m. Monacry'
hills, kr by 3:30 p.m. oft Wei

strip of metal there is broken,
it indicates an overload.

Black's Decoraiàá Center
The Magic of Woven
Woods By. . .

*Wall Coverings
*Floor Coverings
or Cgrpeting
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et•ts
Blocks Direenrting C.**.* has ivIf
who it takes to pie* your bird
on/
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the look of fishiest.
loud limiter sods quilted and
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pillows, sissies, Ma • host of nietchinq
window treatment ides's. All cestom
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Solislmuy .54 *ere.

Black's Decorating Center'

701S 4th;Murray

Open Mon. Fri.7 til 5,Sat.I-12
Covertne •Ptisire FrARAPP •Tesil Covering •Cuserim (tropes'Hod.
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A. - Yes, but it doesn't work
all the time, just most of the
time. If the transparent part of
the fuse has become dark and
muddy, it usually means there
Is a short. If. as usually happens, you can look through the
transparent face and see that a

With A Little Magical Help Fro

What, for example, is
shimming'? What is a soffit?
Should you paint the walls
before or after you install
riri?ets? Where should you
ctaabi
s

A soffit is the enclosed area
between the cabinet top and
the ceiling.

Q. - You wrote about house
fuses not too long ago, but you
didn't say whether there was
any quick method of telling
whether a fuse has blown because of an overload or short
circuit. I know about the various ways of finding out through
trial and error; what I want to
find out is whether the fuse itself gives any clue to the cause
of the trouble.

Your Dreams
Come Tme

Usually a Salesman will
watch the films with you. and
pause to answer questions as
they arise.

To shim is simply to install
a strip of wood to fill in the
low spots of a wall or a floor
so a cabinet "thinks- it's
touching a straight
surface—as it must, to prevent pulling out of square
when -screwed tight to the
wall, or out of level when set
in place on the floor.

A. - A septic tank is an improvement on a cesspool. In
fact, in some areas, cesspools
no longer are permitted. A cesspool is cheaper. If you decided
to have one installed, better be
sure the local laws allow it.

Q. - I read recently about a
kind of pessuretreated lumber.'Wheee can I buy it, and
are there any plans for projects
using it?

denatured aleohoI te one part of
shellac; when mixing it as • a
finish coat, use half alcohol,
half shellac. Wood finishers
have personal preferences
about shellac mixtures and,
after you have used it a few
times, you will begin to develop
your own favorite percentages_
of alcohol to shellac_

Oh.

mer nouse way out in the country Is it better to have a cesspool or a septic tank?

By ANDY LANG
AP Newstratures
Q.- Can you settle an argument about what a "plumber's
friend" is? I say it is the auger
that is used to clean drains and
clogged pipes. My friend says it
is a rubber plunger. Who is
right'
A. - Your friend. It is sometimes called a plunger, sometimes a "plumber's friend,"
sonletimes a force cup. Whatever it is called, it is a rubber
suction cup on the end of a
handle that is used to unclog
drains and toilet bowls.

Q. - We are building a sum-

Here is what the researchers
recommend to get the most
protection from your shades.
Pull them down on winter evenings. when the outside air is
coldest. This will cause a substantial portion of the heat usually lost through windows to
"bounce" off the stkodes- and remain inside. Raise the shades
during sun% daslight hours to
bring some winter warmth into
the house. To take much of the
summer scorch out of the
house, lower the shades on hot,
sunny afternoons. This will let
cool air come in and make your
house that much more comfortable

Deductions for moving expenses have-been
increased to S3,000 (real estate commissions,
mortgage costs, etc) if you are forced to purchase a home due to a job change over 35 miles
away. Up to one half this total (S1,500) may be
deducted for pre-move househunting expenses
and temporary living expenses(up to 30 days) at
your new location.
Older people (where one spouse is 65 or over)
who sell their residence are now allowed to exclude all gain if the selling price is under 535,000.
Above that, part is taxed- see your accountant
for the formula.
A major change has been made in the area of
long term capital gains, as real estate. Holding
period to qualify for long term gains in 1978 has
been increased to one year.
For vacation homes used by the owner for
more than two weeks each year, or 10% of the
rental use, deductions are limited to the total of
rental income, less property taxes and interest. If
home is rented for less than 15 days, no deductions - other than interest and taxes - but rental
income is not taxable.

as any. And don't worry about
the arguments. YaN join a select group of experts in that.
Solar energy pros and cons proyoke debate. When a homeowner can expect solar-energy
installations to become standard items readily available on
the competitive 'Turkeys an
unknown factor at this time.
Some architects argue that
present high costs of these systems rob them of their value.
Others argue that the systems
will pay for themselves over a
period of time. At the present
experimental stage in development a homeowner with mechanical know-how is better
suited to try this revolutionary
method of supplemental heating
than is the 10-thumbs do-ityourselfer.
If you have taken all factors
into account and want to plan
on such a systern, Its still In
your future if you do the planning correctly. You should consult an architect and an engineer who have some experience
in constructing solar-energy
heating systems. •
And even then you must realize that no one can predict
what these systems will cost at
a given time.
You will hear people mention
$7,000 to $10,000 for a singlefamily dwelling installation.
But as for what the price will
be a year from now or five
yeals, a guess is as accurate as
an estimate.
The National Solar Heating
and Cooling Information Center
in Rockville, Md., (P.O. Box
1607, 20850, is a good source of
information. This is,the combined energy information resource for both HUD and the
Department of Energy,

Kitchen Installation Made
Easy For Do-It-Yourselfers

ON THE
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Nearly everything these days
is tied in somehow with the
'saving of energy,
.
New product or old, its rnanu- lecturer is beating the drums
to assure us that its usage
means a huge saving in the
consumption of energy acid,
consequently, a substantial decrease in heating and cooling
costs.
Some of it is wholly true.
some partly arid some not at
' all. It is surprising, though.

Lots of do-it-yourselfers are
seeking advice on how and
where to get the information
they need to ,do various proj,1
ects -'for example:
QUESTION I came here
from Switzerland with my
mother and her new husband
when she re-married.
My step-father has a language problem in America, but
my mother and I speak very
well in English. Since my stepfather is a great carpenter and
do-it-yourselfer, he has been
sending us to the lumber yard
and hardware stores for supplies. Well, the result is that he
says we're both ignorant about
these things. We always seem
to come home with the wrong
- piece of lumber or wrong type
of lock, hinge or whatever. In
addition, he complains- about
the prices, saying he was under
the impression that materials
in America were basically
about the same as similar objects in our homeland.
ANSWER: Take him to the
supply store with you and let
" him point out the materials, or
hardware supplies he wants. If
, he doesn't like what he sees.or
the price, shop around. Although prices will be similar in
most places. there is a chance
of finding a cash-and-carry outlet for building supplies where
a substantial saving can be had
by picking out the material
wanted in the yard, taking it
back to a central checkout and
then-carting it home yourself.
As for the language problem
- even if you speak perfect
English, most amateur builders
have the same problem obtain-

mg the right object, or finding
the right word to deggribe what
they want, when they visit a
lumber supply outlet.
Such a simple thing as a 2x4
is not easy to come by. For one
thing, you'll learn eventually
that 2x4s do not actually measure 2 by 4 inches but have been
.
trimmed to approximately 14
by Pi inches. The so-called
Ws also come in many grades
and lengths. Knowing the exact
grades of lumber and lengths
you'll need for a given project
will save you money.
Another hint - door and window triin is not only expensive
but also may vary in shape
from batch to batch even when
cut in the same pattern. This
means that if you'v3 figured
wrong on how much you'll need
to finish off a window or door,
you'll have to go back for
[nose. When you have it put in
platie, the patterns more than
likely won't match. This is
caused because the, planers
the tool that planes the trim to
a certain pattern) gradually
change shape as they are
sharpened. It is a better plan to
over-estimate on this type of
finishing-off material. Burstill
make a close estimate on what
is needed. Doing it this way
may cost a little more overall
but may also save by preventing discard of material that
doesn't match.
QUESTION: My husband and
I frequently argue whether we
want to build a home with solar-assisted heating. We find
details are hard to come by
and also the question arises
whether we can afford such a
system.
ANSWER: Whether you can
afford it is as good an answer
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By EARL ARONSON
AP Newsfeatures
The federal government is
trywg to help you buy locally
grown produce at roaclinde
stands or pick your own treeripened frwt at the orchard.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture and Science and Education Administration as of April
had spent nearly $2 million in
grants to 23 states and Puerto
Rico for 22 projects under the
Farmer-to-Consumer Direct
Marketing Act of 1976. The act
ends this year.
Here are some of the projects:
Arizona organizes producers
• to sell farm products directly tir
consumer cooperatives. Small
producers will sell through
roadside markets. 1 Consumer
groups in Phoenix And Tucson
will buy directly from producers. Georgia and South Carolina joined to establish farmers'
markets in Savannah, Ga., and .
Charleston,S.C., bringing small
farmers and low-income consumers together at inner-city
markets.
Colorado is setting up openair markets and New Jersey is
encouraging pick-your-own
farms where city people can
pick and picnic), paying by
the size of the container.
Florida is trying to develop a
produce market on wheels to
serve densely populated areas.
Barbara Lindemann Schiel of
the USDA's Agricultural Marketing Service says the total
quantity of farm products that
can-be marketed directly is a
small proportion of U.S. production, but contends it's important to many small farmers.
. _
For the consumer, she envisions a nostalgic return of the
past, saying: "It can be a way
for people to buy fresher, locally grown foods at reasonable
prices and, at the same time,
see whatlarming is all about."
FO LIAR FEEDING
A quarter of a century after
Thomas P. Reilly claimed that

GIUID

Aids Remodelers

nutrients could be applied to
the leaves and used effectively
to feed plants, the Atomic Age
and use of radioactive isotopes
Homeowners contemplatsupported hun.
ing improvements (or their
Reilly was founder of RAhomes directly benefit by the
PID-GFt0 Corp. of Dansville,
existence of the National
N.Y. The corhpany's current
Home Improvement Counpresident, Mrs. Frances C.
cil, the coordinated voice of
Reilly, recently gave Cornell
the 530-billion home imUniversity's State College of
provement industry. It numAgriculture and Life Sciences a
bers among its 1800 members
$30,000 gift — the Thomas and
the nation's leading broadFrances Reilly Fund for Teachbased contractors, all of
ing and Research in Plant Nuwhom adhere to a strict code
trition.
of ethics and professionalism
The income will be used to
in order to be members in
support research on feeding
good standing. .
plants by applying nutrient soNHIC Chapters in cities
lutions and other substances to
from coast to coast hold regufoliage and other above-ground
parts of plants.
lar monthly meetings for the
purpose of improving their
Professor H. B. Tukey Jr.
says nutrients applied to the fomembers' professional
liage are absorbed rapidly and
knowledge and skills and
often utilized. more efficiently
making them more responby the plant than when applied
sive to the consumer's needs.
to the soil. One objective is to
Most NHIC Chapters list
reduce fertilizer use and thus
their members in the Yellow
save manufacturing energy.
Pages of the local telephone
RA-PID-GRO has supported
directory. This listing prosuch work since 1975. Its plant
food is absorbed by plant roots --vides a dependable directory
for the homeowner searching
and by foliage, stems, bark,
for a reliable contractor.
fruit and flowers. It was first
Iii those areas where a Betmarketed in 1938 after 25 years
ter Business Bureau exists,
of testing.
local chapters of the NHIC
While working in his father's
cooperate closely .with the
fruit tree nursery, Reilly conBBB, especially .on arbitraceived the idea that a highly
concentrated soluble fertilizer,
tion, a service for the condissolved in water, would make
sumer which is Offered at no
a nutrient solution for applicharge to him.
cation to plants through the
In addition, NHIC Chapleaves.'Cornell said a satisfacters sponsor community
tory product was found in 1932.
promotions such as the anScientists at Michigan State
nual Home Improvement
University and elsewhere backTime, originally created by
ed up Reilly's idea despite
the National Home Imskepticism by some chemical
provement Council to proexperts.
• In 1959, Reilly received a spevide a national advertising
cial citation from the American
umbrella for local promotion
Horticultural Society.
of home improvements.
Local contractor members
i For Earl Aronson's "Associof NHIC are frequently given
ated Press Guide to House
the opportunity to be listed in
Plants," send $1 to House
special issues of natiOnal
Plants, AP_ Newsfeatures, 50
consumer magazines appearITockefeller Plaza, New York,
ing during Home-ImproveN.Y. 10020.1
ment Time.

The People P leasers

On Improvements

Home Fire Safety Depends Upon
Careful Choice Of Detectors

A TWO- ORY HIGH FOYER creates a dramatic access to the
seco•• floor of this colonial style, four-bedroom house. The
— s cture has an interesting play of one and two-story wings
which give the impression of larger size. There are 1,147 square
feet on the first floor and 850 on the second. For more information on Plan HA1050P, write—enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope—to the architect, Samuel Paul, 107-40
Queens Boulevard, Forest Hills, N.Y., 11375.

By the end -of-the year, uPgrey smoke havinva
step in the right direction in
<yards of 12,000 persons will
minimum smoke obscuration :averting death and injury.
lose their lives in home fires
of four per cent per foot, a
But think before buying.
in this country. Many of
sign of a fire somewhere in
Many fire experts believe
these fatalities, unfortuthe home.
that photoelectric units, benately, could probably have
This concentration of 'cause of their early 'Warning
been avoided by a simple and
smoke is considered the level
responsiveness to the
relatively inexpensive device
that will drive most people
smokey conditions that
called a smoke detector.
out of a house.
characterize over 75 percent
Operating electronically,
•Installing one electronic
of residential fires, actually
home smoke detectors come
smoke detector is a step in
can do a better job of sensing
in a variety of styles, all dethe right direction for home
a home fire in its early stages
signed to provide early warnsafety. However your home
and thus provide extra mining of fires by sensing the
will probably require two or
utes of escape time.
presence of smoke.
more units for basic protecPlan a program
Most are designed for ceiltion._
And finally, ADT suggests,
ing mounting, while others
— In most hbmes, the aconce you have selected and
may be affixed to a wall. And.
cepted smoke detector locaproperly installed your new
while some are selftion is the common hallway
smoke detector, begin a
contained, operating on batoutside the bedrooms,
thorough fire prevention and
teries, others are built to be
through which smoke generresponse program. Examine
codnected to the home's
ally travels to reachsleeping
faithfully followed, this pracelectrical outlets to locate
standard 110 volt electrical
occupants.
tice can result in a cut in fuel
•
and correct overloaded cirsupply.
Smoke detectors should be
bills by as much as 50%.
cuits.
Key
decision
- installed between the sleepIn addition, proper insulaBecause lives—yours and
Pay attention to houseing family and the rest of the
tion, storm windows and
those of members of your
keeping in basement and attic
house as well as at the top of
doors, opening and closing
family—can depend on the
areas by discarding old
each stairway leading to a livdraperies to let in the sun or
efficient operation of your
newspapers, rags, anything
screen it out depending on
ing•area, for minimal protechome fire alarm,selecting the
that might contribute to the
tion.
correct unit for your home
the season, dressing warmly
start or spread of a fire.
can be a critical decision.
• •Installing an approved or
or coolly to adjust to the seaAlso. sit down with the
sonal temperatures, caulking
According to ADT, a nali%ted smoke detector,
members of your family and
tional supplier of alarm sysand weatherstripping doors
whether an ionization. .or_.- map out a plan of action, intems and services, these are
and windows—all of these
photoelectric-type unit, is a
cluding-escape routes, to
practices will help save on
some points to consider
take if a fire is detected, and
when selecting and installing
costs at the same time that
conduct periodic fire drills so
they improve the livability of
a home smoke detector:
that family members will
the home.
• Be certain that the unit
know what to do in case of
About 15% of a home's enyou plan to purchase'incorfire.
porates test features that
ergy- bill goes for heating water. An average dishwasher
allow you to check on its opuses 14 gallons of hot water
eration. It is important that
per load. The hot water heat*She test be a functional one
The appearance of a home
er should nut-be run higher
that tests the electronic cirhas a lot to say about the
than 140 degrees.
cuitry as it Would respond to
people who live inside it.
A homeowner should conHomes that are kept in good
smoke, not just the horn.
siderinstalling,an_isicapenrepair and have lawns and
• Most approved 'batterysive (about '10)flow restricshrubs that are trim and neat
powered detectors are entor in the pipe to the
gineered to automatically- indicate pride of ownership
showerhead. This device reand a feeling of belonging in
emit an intermittent beeping
duces the flow of water to an
the neighborhood.
sound when battery power
adequate four gallons of
One of the more important
falls below proper operating
water per rninuti as Opposed
elements in the appearance
levels. Be sure the detector
to the normal seven to nine
of a home,because of its high
has this feature.
gallons.
visibility, is the roof. A
Lighting represents 16% of
shabby looking roof can deLook for listing
home electricity consumptract substantially from an
•Check to determine that
tion on an average. By reducotherwise handsome home.
you are Selecting a detector
ing the wattage consumed in
that is listedhy Underwriters
Restoring its looks may relighting, and by purchasing
quire reroofing, especially if
Laboratories and also meets
energy-saving appliances.
National Fire Protection Asthe present roof is getting
electric bills can be further
sociation standards that
along in years.
reduced by slO to 'l5
stipulate that detectors
A roof ofstandard shingles
monthly.
should be capable of sensing
1.5 years old or older, for
. example, will probably need
replacement soon. Since
roofs tend to wear uniformly.
patches or repairs tend to be
only temporary solutions.
To meet the aesthetic requirements of today's
homeowners, roofing manufacturers offer up-to-date
materials that include a variety of pleasing colors and
Olympic Plaza
styles. These new roofings
Murray, Ky. 42071
753-4150
also featuse low maintenance
and exceptional durability.
Asphalt shingles, for inWe Build Brick. or Stone Wood Burning
stance. are available today in
a range of popular earthtone
Fireplaces Featuring:
colors that serve to blend a
home with its environment
Three-dimensional shingles
Smoke Free Guarantee
create an appealing rustic
25 Year Warranty & Protection Rua ,
-."• tear With Attractive shadow
One Day Installation
lines. Designed to last up.to
No FoUndation Required
25 years, these shingles reOver 150 Models Available
quire only minimal mainte
nonce. •
A handy 20-page guide to
Balla into of oaf him any wear or mil. Us work* anwilois on display
the selection of quality
pion glass scrooges, hearth arecosesitios IL wool Moos and related Oft
roofing can be obtained for 35
Item,.
cents from ARMA. Box
12411t Grand Central Station,
New York. SLY. 10017.

K1tI 71 1-I
Snug as a Bug in a Rug.. You'll enjoy the feeling of contentment in this neat 2 bedroom, 1 bath home in Almo.
A great starter borne with large yard and priced to sell.
Owner will consider any reasonable offer. Don'
.t delay,
call today.

Where the Buffalo Roam - and the deer play - a
lovers, take note! Enjoy a park like retreat of 5
acres...3 bedrooms, 2 baths, sauna, built-in appliances...joining TVA contour.

Live in a home you love and you'll love this gracious
- ranch with 3 bedrooms, sunken living room, formal
dining area, custom built kitchen, 2 full baths, restful
patio area with private brick wall. Stately bricked
columns bring you into the drive to a double garage
with automatic openers,. Call Now...

Pew

'•

Drastically Reduced! You won't believe it! 3
bedrooms, 1'/
1
2 bath home in the lake area...2 story
home with Franklin fireplace in den, large eat-in kitchen, patio and more...Call today and let us give you
the details on this one! ... Priced in the low 20's.

Energy 'Retrofit' Program
For Homes Savings Urged
According to the National
Home Improvement Council, 70 million households in
the United States use almost
20% of all the energy consumed in the country.
The Council urges American homeowners to take the
appropriate steps to comply
with the President's call to
"retrofit" the American
housing inventory. Retrofit is
a general term which applies

to any improvement in the
home which will contribute
to saving and management of
energy.
The Council points tint that
since about 54% of a home's
energy goes into heating and
cooling, a homeowner can
make his greatest savings in
those two areas.
Thermostats in summer
should be maintained above
78 degrees and in winter no
higher than 68 degrees. If
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Better Home
Appearance Begins
Wih A Better Roof

and
fashion.
led and
Hos anif
boadok
watching
cottons
on's of

40101011=31111.118,
.1011•••-

CARPET4Panbe
4,- yling

SHOPPE

ivsf

753-1492
1200 Sycamore

rt!--141-4
Beautiful \I
(1 In Stock ,
4t

'FIREPLACE
Nis

Too Good to Miss...No better way to brighten your
future than this 3 bedroom A-Frame with beautifully
landscaped yard and delightful sun deck. Large living
room, kitchen with dining area...carpeted...and furnished... ready and waiting for you... located in the
lake area joining TVA contour.
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Thinking Of
Building Or
Remodeling
--Your Kitchen?
Be sure to stop by and see our kitthen display!

ttakerlibib

3." and up
"We want to help
you save Money"

753-0707
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Singles Twice In Reds' Win

AGE 9 THE
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Pete Rose Ties NL Hit Streak
Associated Press

competitor was genuinly
touched.
The sound seemed to start in
left field and began cascading• "I wished I could have
down, row by rwo, section by called time and shaken hands
section. And before too very with each of them,"said Rose.
long Pete Rose was standing ' But what about 1973 when
Rose was involved with fragile
in the middle of one beautiful
Bud
Harrelson during a basechant.
line
collision
in the National
"Let's go Pete, Let's go
League playoffs and the Shea
Pete."
fans responded by throwing
It was the seventh inning at
everying that wasn't nailed
Shea Stadium Monday niifir
down at him'
and Pete Rose had batted •
"Nah,those weren't the fans
three times without a hit. With
who threw the bottles in 1973,"
a record there for the taking,
deadpanned Rose. "They all
the fans pleaded for Rose to
retired."
reach out and take it.
Charley Hustle, however,
He didn't disappoint them,
hadn't.
slugging the first of two hits
Asked his first thought after
that enabled him to claim a
stroking the streak-tying
piece of the modern National
League hitting streak of 37 single, Rose had a typical
answer.
games, set 33 years ago by
"I thought to take a big turn
Tommy Holmes.
in
case of a bad hop. Once T get
But that didn't stop the
to first base I'm looking to get
chant that by now had enveloped the Stadium where to second.-- • •
And that in a nutshell is the
only five years ago Pete Rose
essence
of Pete Rose and why
.had to hide from a shower of
his streak had captured the
debris. Cincinnati's squarechinned rock-hard, knock- imagingation of fans all
that-chip-off-my-shoulder around baseball. He comes to
play, all out, every day, no ifs,
ands or butsabout it.
Tommy Holmes, whose
streak Rose has equaled, has
noticed that about the Reds
PelaPeaPal
-I'm living every pitch with
tem" said Holmes, now a
front office employee of the
New York Mets.
"I know exactly what he's
going though, the - conditions
.for a streak like this have to be
just right. A rainout can cost
you a couple of at-bats, or you
might have to bunt a couple of
times, but I think if he's 0-for-3
and up in a bunting,situation,
he'll bunt. That's the kind of
player he is.''

DAYTORA'S
two*

Paintsville 11-19

PAINTSVILLE,Ky. I AP)—
The Paintsville Highlanders,
their record now 11-19 for the
season, move into Johnson
City, Tenn., tonight for an
Appalachian
League
doubleheader. with the Cardinals.
Paintsville closed out its
series with Elizabethton,
Tenn, Monday night by
whipping the Twins,8-3.
The Highlanders did most of
their damage in the third
Next time you get the urge to inning when they scored five
play around in Florida .
times

PLAYGROWID

•
•

Come to Daytona's Castaway,
the state's most complete playground for singles and families
alike. Check these features
C 650 ft on Beach & Ocean
E 300 Rooms. Efficiencies.
Suites & Apartments
E Restaurant & Lounge
C Night Club. Dancing &
Entertainment
2 Pools, Kiddie Pool &
Playground
Volleyball & Shuffleboard
Basketball. Game Room
Sauna. Exercise Rooms
Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
Color TV-A RefrigeratorTennis & Golf Privileges
65 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service available
C Free chaise lounges
C Ample self parking
Come play in our playground.
it's Daytona's most complete
year round fi:in resort!

Zachry said that Rose got
the historic hit on a changeup
— one he called a "dumb"
pitch.
"I kicked a helmet, I was so
mad," said the bearded righthander, who injured his foot
enough to force him out of the
game. He later had to walk on
crutches.
"•It's funny," said Rose. "In
this streak, it seems like
whenever I get on base I
score. Tonight, I got on twice
and I scored twice."

Before getting his first hit,
however, Rose let the tension
build. In the first inning he
lofted an easy fly to Mets
center fielder Lee Mazzilli
after taking a called strike. In
the third, Rose faked a bunt
for a ball, took a second ball,
looked at a strike, fouled off a
pitch and then grounded into a
force play to shortstop. With
men on first and second and
one out in the fifth, he again
flied to Mazzilli, this time a
little deeper, on the first pitch
from Mets' righthander Pat
In 'other National League
Zachry.
games, the Los Angeles
"When I came up in the Dodgers edged the Chicago
seventh, I thought to myself Cubs 3-2, the Atlanta Braves

It was a good night for the
North, but a not-so-good one
for the.West in opening-round
Kentucky League tournament
action Monday.
The Murray North All-Star
squad whipped the Mayfield
No. 3 All-Star team 5-3, but
Mayfield No. 2 belted Murray
West 10-5 in the nightcap.
North built up a 5-0 thirdinning lead, then staved off a
Mayfield rally in the. .final.
inning for the win.
North had only one hit in
scoring its first four runs, but
relied on a streak of wildness
from Mayfield pitcher Jim
Puckett.
Scott Nix opened the North
first with a triple before David
Dill and Mark West walked to
load the bases.
Ricky Harrison was hit by a
pitch to drive in a run. After a
strikeout, Kelly Steely drew
ranother walk for the second
tally.
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Dodgers 3, Cubs 2
Dave Lopes' bases-loaded
single with two out in the ninth
inning broke a tie, leading Los
Angeles over Chicago. Steve
Garvey started the Dodgers'
winning rally with a leadoff
double off loser Donnie Moore,
5-3.
Braves 5, Phillies
Biff Pocoroba's fourthinning, two-ran homer led
Atlanta over Philadelphia,
snapping a fivegame Phillies'
winning streak. Rookie Bob
Horner slammed a one-out
double in the fourth and
Pocoroba followed with his
fifth home run of the. season
for a 2-0 lead against Phillie
starter Jim Lonborg, 7-8, who
hasn't won since June 28. ,
Astros 6, Expos 5
Rafael Landestoy's two-run
single capped Houston's sixrun ninth inning as the Astros
rallied from a five-run deficit
to beat Montreal. Landestoy's
hit was Houston's fifth of the
inning and 16th of the game.

AIWA

Safe At Second, But Out Of The Tourney
Murray All-Star Little Leaguer David McCuiston Aids into second after doubling in the 'third inning. He was safe, but Murray's season ended with a 9-2 district toss to McLean County.
Stet Photo by Tony Wilson

Thomas Stops Little Leaguers
As All-Stars Fall In District Play

C. L Thomas pitched and
hit the McLean County Little
League All-Stars to a 9-2
victory over Murray for the
district title Monday at the
Murray Little League field.
Thomas struck out seven
Chris Padgett, Nix and Dill
The West All-Star squad and didn't walk a batter as
drew walks to load the bases also jumped to an early lead, McLean advanced to the subwith none out in the second. but Mayfield No. 2 rapped 10 - state, which it will-boat later
this month.
After a strikeout. West walked hits to gain the victory.
to score Padgett.
McLean County led only 5-2
Steve Hatton put the West on
Harrison bounced to the top in the first with a double to heading into the fifth, but the
pitcher, and Nix was forced at score Bill Maddox, who had visitors added four more runs
the plate. But while tha walked.
to ice the win.
Mayfield coach aonveresed
The lead was upped to 2-0 in
After Gene Hunt and Terry
with his pitcher after the out, the second when two walks Cessna reached on walks,
Dill streaked home and just and single loaded the bases, Thomas drilled a three-run
beat the tfirow for a 4-0 lead. before a groundout drove in a homer to deep centerfield to
North scored its final run in run.
matte it 8-2. .
the third when Steely opened
Mayfield scored eight runs
Jiinmy West, who had
the frame with a walk, and in the next two frames, -relieved starter Kyle Evans
pinch-runner Chris Burpo however, while Murray scored before Thomas belted his
scored two outs later on only once more in the sixtp. homer, struck out the next'
Padgett's double.
Behind 10-4, Trent Weaver batter, but allowed a single by
North coasted into the Sixth opened the final inning with a Johnny Keplinger, West then
before May-field's rally. A walk, then scored on Maddox' hit the next two batters to load
single and an infield error put_a
dauble. But a pickoff,, a the bases.
two runners on, before a groundout and a pop-up ended
Shortstop Mark Boggess
reliwd West, but he hit the
double by Jim Puckett scored the, game.
Action continues tonight firsrrhan he faced to advance
a run. Clay Dublin doubled to
drive in another, but pitcher with the East All-Star team the • runners for the game's
West struck out Scott Brown taking on Mayfield No. 4 at final score.
and retired the final batter on 6:30 p.m., and the South squad
McLean jumped on top
a groundout.
battling Mayfield No.1 at 8:30. early, scoring four times in
The semifinals will be the top of the first.
An infield error and a walk
Thursday, with the finals set
put two runners aboard with
fbr 7 p.m. Friday.
none out, bringing up Thomas.
Mayfield No 3
000 003-3 3 0
Murray North
221 001- 5 S 2 tie hned a pitch to center, and
overwhelming flaw: the
Jim Puckett and Spencer Brown , the ball rolled to the wall
to
Mark West and Chris Padgett
inability to discipline himself.
Murray West
112 001-5 5 5 score a run when centerfielder
It became a tremendous Mayfield No 2
004 az - 10 10 1 David McCuiston attempted a
FA Hendon and Daryl Rogers Tun
burden. Near the end, Page
shoestring catch.
and Todd Wegener
television cameramen seemed
to take delight i zeroing in on
Martin's agonized expression
in the dugout. He almost never
smiled, and when he did it was
Obvious he was smiling
through the pain.

Martin Out As Yank Manager

Castaway

'FIJroes\ fpx-3

trimmed the Philadelphia
Phillies 5-1 and the Houston
Astros nipped the Montreal
Expos 6-5.

North All-Stars Whip Mayfield
Ky. League Squad;West Loses

NEW YORK (AP) — It was
Martin denied it the next
tragic but inevitablethat Billy day, but both reporters who
Martin would somehow lose were there backed up what
what he wanted most, and in they heard and what they
ao doing lose a great part of printed.
himself.
The last chapter of Martin's
Yet it seemed in the context Yankee career was then brief.
of his checkered career that It remained only for Stein-the end would come not on the brenner to hear the news and
field but in a torrent of ill- dispatch team President Al
chosen words in an airport Rosen to Kansas -City to exlobby to two reporters who tract Martin's resignation.
had already filed their stories
Then it was over. Billy
for the night.
The brawling, little baseball Martin was left with his sad
man whose face had become face, a spot on his liver and
Daytona's
lots
of
gaunt with the difficulties he memories
—
and his New York Yankee memories: memories of his
BEACH MOTEL r
team have faced this year, did .playing d4ys with the Yankees
2075 S AMantic Ave.
•
the one thing no employee from 1950-57, of playing with
P0 Box 7437
Daytona Beach. Fla 32016 I should do:Jiainsulted his boss six other teams after that, of
Ph (904) 255-6461
to the press. In a tirade managing at Texas, Detroit
Please send new color
against Reggie Jackson, and Minnesota; and finally of
I brochure & rate sheet
2 summers of doing what be
MartM called the errant 2',
I Name
slugger a liar and refill:red to had wanted to do all his life—
I Street •
Yankee
owner
Geroge manage the New York
I•City
State
06 Steinbrenner
at"convicted," Yankees.
In all that time Martin
conquered most __pf the
WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE baseball world, Cfimaxing his
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT career with two straight
American League pennants
ahd .a World Series victory.
But he never conquered
,e
.
g
. FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM himself. He never learned the
discipline of leadership that
4
-•;-- Enjoy your own private villa at the World's characterizes men who retire
▪ Most Famous Beach 70 minutes from
from jobs.
Disney World. We have bus tours 3
famous resturants. The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House
It all ended for Billy Martin
Each villa completely equipped for in a flood of tears in front of
fyiktilekeeping, air conditioned, dozens of newsmen at a plush
et.
with spacious lawns, room Kansas City hotel. Typically,
•
telephones, TV, shopping center
he AM denied the slur against
OCEAN BATHING
Steinbrenner. And he struck
2 swimming pools, recreation hail,
playground. Golf, tennis privileges back at no one. He thanked his
An easy drive to all Florida attrac coaches, his players, even the
tiorts Pets welcome, Fishini,
press, before he broke down.
Alai, Auto/Dog Racing.
pas

that I had hit the ball solid
twice, straight up in the air,"
said Rose. "I figured I'd have
one more at bat."
The switch-hitting 17
. Rose
fouled off the first pitch trying
to bunt, took a ball wide, and
then singled sharply to left, his
off-field, again hitting against.
Zachry. "I fouled off that
bunt, and that brought Lenny
( Randle, the Mets third
baseman) in so close we could.
shake hands," said Rose.
"Then I hit a change-up to left
field."
Rose's seventh-inning hit
came with one out. Mike Lum
then singled, Joe Morgan
walked and George Foster
drove Rose home to give the
Reds a 3-2 lead. After the Mets
tied it 3-3 in the bottom of the
seventh on Tim _Foil's RBI
triple, Rose did not get up
again until the ninth. He led
off with another single and
scored the winning run in front
of Lurn's fifth homer of the
year.

or fro'. 'sit), bilach‘i.e and .itlaimatiain wit*

Baseball writers long have
characterized Martin as a
man with aaleath wish. Maybe
0 it wasn't that Maybe it was
0 that Martin tried too hard to
I
••••••••••••••••• make up for
what he saw as an

ELLINOR VILLAGE RESORT
Dept.
ORMOND BEACH, FLA. 32074
...,
• Add▪ress
! City. Stair Zip ___
fa ...........................

toe had to feel sorry for the
little guy that it raided that
way. But no one blamed
Steinbrenner for doing what
he 'did, just as ,.most stuck. by
Martin a week ago when he
suspended Jackson- for insubordination.

And, as Martin noted in his
brief farewell speech in
Kansas City, he was and is
— a Yankee. The torrent of
cheers that greeted him at
Yankee Stadium each time he
was almost canned . made
everyone, perhaps even Billy,
believe he could win the big
battle he had fought all his
life.
Perhaps he still can. One
would hope so. The possibility
of another team taking a
chance on him as manager
would appear slim. But for
Billy Martin-7 after the
Yankees. everything else is
minor league.

Hunt And Outland
Advance To Finals
Eddie Hunt and Sue Outland
made outstanding showings in
the Mississippi Adult Tennis
Championships in Oxford last
weekend
Outland advanced to the
finals of the 35-and -over
women's singles before falling
6-2, 6-2 to • Billie Foster of
Louisiana.
Hunt powered his way to the
semi's before running into the
No. 2-ranked 35-and -over
rpen'a "singles player in the
nation, Billy Higgins.
Higgins won 6-0, 6-1. but
Hunt wasn't too disaRawato.
—I WAS happy to be able to filar
him,1 Hunt said. "It was a
good experience.
He bounced back with
partner Willie Chandler of
Jackson, Tenn., to advance to
the finals of the 35-and-over
doribles. They dropped a 7-6, 75 decision to Charlie Wolfe and
Wayne Clayborne

After an Evans' strikeout,
Keplinger doubled to score
two more runs, then advanced
to third when the relay from
the outfield was mishandled.
That brought up Brad
Whitaker, whose groundout
gave MclAan its final firstinning run. .
Murraf's biggest threat
came in the third inning. After
two quick outs, Mark Boggess
lined a single to left, then stole
second.
Evans-grounded a single to
left, scoring Boggess for
Murray's first run.
McCuiston rapped a double
just inside the leftfield line to

score Evans, but a groundout
to short ended the inning.
-Thomas was aided by an
airtight McLean County infield, which helped him out of
at least one -jam.
West opened the Murray
fourth with a single to left, but
Thomas fielded Jeff Downey's
nubber and quickly fired to
second for a forceout.
Catcher
Wade
Smith
bounced a ball up the middle
for an apparent hit, but second
baseman C,essnaigloved it and
relayed to shortstop Hunt for
one out before the relay to
first completed the inningending double play.

Purcell Match Postponed
Mel Purcell's match with
John Austin in the first round
of the Louisville Tennis
Classic Monday was halted
gecause of rain in the first set.
Austin, a Californian and

the brother of 15-year-old star
Tracy Austin, led 4-3 in the set
and up a service break.
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The two resumed play at
that point at 11 a.m. today.

See Marjorie Major
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nit LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
TOURS, CRUISES,

HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. Kt!ttimmili
No Charge by us.
Price some as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature call

753-GOGO (4646)
Noss Officio evildiwg,
711 Mein Sento
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FINANCING
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Mail Couponor Call
I
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I
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1978 Moneytree Winner
Dean Lampkins and Paul Thurman, Peoples Bank Representatives, present
Mr. C. F. Broach with
Peoples Bank 1978 Fair Moneytree. Mr. Broach's guess was $119.73. The actual
amount on the
tree was $119.48.
-
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PEOPLS BANK
MURRAY
KY.
Member FDIC
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Associated Press
In the past two American
League Championship.Series,
the New York Tankees
defeated -the Kansas City
Royals in five games and it
was generally noted that
Yankees Manager Billy
Martin outmanaged Kansas
City field boss Whitey Herzog.
Despite those playoff losses,
the Royals' players stand
behind Herzog 100 percent.
And now they know Martin
won't be outmanaging Herzog
in this season's playoffs.
The fiery Martin resigned
Monday, several hours before
the Royals rallied to beat the
Yankees 5-2,
George Brett was one of the
heroes for the Royals, driving
in the winning run with a
single to left off reliever
Sparky Lyle in the seventh
inning. Brett's hit folloived
pinch-hitter Steve Braun's
double,
which
two-out
Thurman Munson dropped in
,right field.
Elsewhere in the American
League, Boston and 'Minnesota split a double-header,
the Twins winning the first
game 5-4 and the Red Sox the
-second 4-2; Detroit bested

(-1 VV

{-4

Stone
four-hit
Steve
Milwaukee as the White Sox
broke a nine-game losing
skein.
"I came up with a new pitch,
a forkball, and I used it a lot,"
said Stone. "I got a few guys
out throwing it. The idea came
from watching too many of my
balls going out of the park."
Angels 5,Indians 4
Dave Chalk's single scored
Don Baylor after Baylor had
'been hit by a Jim-Kern pitch in
the 16th inning.
told tht guys that if he
came inside, I was going to
have to get hit," said Baylor,
who had his 23rd homer
earlier in the game.
Mariners 1-7, Blue Jays 0-2
Seattle swept a pair, winning the opener on Rick
Honeycutt's three-hitter and.
the nightcap with Craig
Reynolds hitting a pair of
doubles and Leon Roberts
homering.
Orioles le, Rangers 6
Lee May's two-run single
and an RBI hit by Pat Kelly,
the 4,000th safety of his
career, keyed a five-run ninth
inning rally for Baltimore.

BOSTON (AP) — Andy
Hassler, the ill-fated pitcher
who fell one game short of
tying an unenviable record for
losses in 1975-1976, has joined
the Boston Red Sox.

inmate in the New Orleans
jail, will be boxing at the
Superdome Sept. 15 when
Muhammad Ali and Leon
Spinks fight again for a world
heavyweight title, promoters
said Monday.

Hassler, who has a 24
record this year, was dealt to
Boston by the Kansas City
Royals in exChange for a
minor league player to be
named later. He earned a
victory in his first appearance
for the Red Sox Monday night.

Copies from our new,
low-cost 695 Dry Copier are
sometting else They're.
nch, black Solids are
completely tilled Some say
they look as II they re been
printed See tor yourself, no
obligation Call us

ed play at
a.m. today.

Oakland 4-1; Chicago beat
Milwaukee 4-1; California
outlasted Cleveland;5-4 in 16
innings; Seattle swept Toronto
1-0 and 7-2 and Baltimore
overcame Texas 10-6.
Twins 5-2, Red Sox 4-4
• Boston broke a five-game
slide with its nightcap victory
as Carl Yastrzernski knocked
in the 1,500th run of his career
with an single in the sixth
inning. After a long standing
ovation, Carlton. Fisk belted
Minnesota hut lei Geoff Zahn's
next pitch for a three-run
homer.
In the opener, Rod Carew's
pinch-hit two-run double in the
sixth gave Minnesota the
triumph.
Tigers 4, A's 1
Rookie Kip Young won his
first major league start with a
six-hitter beforea bout 50 of his
friends and relatives, and
Rusty Staub slammed a tworun homer for Detroit.
Young, a Bowling Green
University product who was
selected in the 23rd round in
the 1976 draft, retired 15 of the
last 16 A's be faced.
White Sox 4, Brewers 1

Boston sent right-handed
pitcher Allen Ripley to
Pawtucket .to make way for
the 26-year-old lefty.
-Hassler, 9-6 last season
came to the RbYals from
California Angels in 1976,
when, he tied the American
League record by losing 18
straight games — one shy of
the record set in 1909 and toxl
in 1916.
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NEW ORLEANS (API —
Jerry Celestine, a 29-year-old
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A T-hrow.From The North
Pat Wilson takes a high throw from catcher Chris Padgett as a Mayfield A0-Star slides into
second as Scott Nix looks on. The Murray Kentucky league North squad whipped Mayfield No. 3,
5.3.
Staff Pleats by Tony Wilson

Williams Prepares For Extra Pressure
TAMPA, Fla.(AP) — Doug
debunk
Williams isn't out
myths or become a role
model. But the first black
quarterback ever drafted in
Football
National
the
League's first round knows
extra attention — and
be
will
pressure
—
inescapable.
Williams ended a wellpublicized. holdout over the
weekend by signing with the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers. He
said Monday that the con-

trOversy his holdout aroused is he's not in a hurry to prove
typical of what he expects.
anything, either for himself or
blacks, who historically have
"Really, the criticism is
not fared well as NFL guarbecause I'm the first black
terRacks.
quarterback drafted this high.
"Why? I can't answer why,"
There's been so much emphasis on that. A black playing he said.
quarterback in the NFL is
"Joe Gilliam didn't fail
something you very seldom
because of ability — he had
see," he said.
personal problems. (James)
The former Grambliog star Harris led the league a couple
said he doesn't feel he's far years. There haven't been as
behind the Dues' four other many black quarterbacks
quarterbacks. Williams said given the chance," he said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.. (AP) —
Nick Saviano, once ranked
about 130th among the tennis
professionals, was ready to
drop off the tour and find
something else.
He stuck it out and went to
work on' his game and the
improvement was obvious
Monday as he surprised 15th
seeded Bob Giltinan in a first
round match of the rainmarred $175,000 Louisville
International Tennis Classic.
"I'm ready for a workout
right now," Saviano said after
his lengthy 4-6, 6-4, 6-4 victory
over Giltinan, a 29-year-old
Austrakan.
Their match was one of only
10 that were completed. Five
matches interrupted by rain
Will be resumed today.
Saviano said a move to Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., salvaged his
career, gave him a chance to
practice on clay and built up
his confidence. He's now
ranked 48th by the Association
of Tennis Professionals.
"I'll match my backhand
against anybody but a handful
of guys," he said. "And the
other players'Will back me up
on it."
That "bread-and-butter
shot," as he calls it failed him
Several times during the
match with Giltinan.
Misfortune also struck 14th
seeded Francisco of Puerto
Rico, who lost to Colin
Dowdeswell of Rhodesia, 6-2,
6-1.

Another seed, No. 12 Hans
Gildemeister of Chila shook
off his troubles and eliminated
Heinz Gunthardt of Switzerland, 3-6,6-4,6-3.
ADVERTISEMENT

Nearing Loss
Is Not A Sign
Of Old Age
Chicago, Ill. — A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating
model of the smallest Beltone
aid of its kind will be given absolutely free to anyone answering this advertisement.
True, all hearing problems
are not alike... and some cannot be helped, but Mani GEL So, send for this free model
now, and wear it in the
privacy of your own home. It
is not a real haring aid, but it
will show you how tiny hearing
help can be. It's yours to keep,
free. The actual aid weighs
less than a third of an ounce,
and it's all at ear level, in one
unit.
These models are free, so
we suggest you write for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there
is no cost, and certainly- no
obligation. Thousands have
already been mailed, so write
today to Dept. 2661, Beltone
Electronics Corp.,4201 W.Victoria, Chicago,60646.

awn "I'VE nosy. ass T*ADEVARU 0, P•seCo,

Standings
_

•

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pct. GB
.186
Boston
63 33
Milwaukee
800
Baltimore
$57
9%
New York
.$47 10%
Detroit
515 13%
Cleveland
.474 17%
Toronto
3r 29
Kansas ('its
California
Oakland
Texas
Minnesota
Chicago
Seattle

568
3
535
6
205
479
436, 12%
421 14
354 21

Tuesday's Games
'
California 'Frost 2-3) at Cleveland
(Paxton 741, n
Seattle f Abbott 3-7) et Toronto ( Underwood 5-9). n
Oakland "Renko 4-4) at Detroit 'Wilcox
641, n
Milwaukee I Rodriguez 2-3 at Chicago
Schueler 3-4 n
Boston ( Lee 10-4) at Minnesota Erickson 94). n
New York (Guidry 14-1) at Kansas City
(SplittOrff 114), n
Baltimore (Kerrigan 1-0) at Texas ( Alexander 64), n
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
GB
Philadelphia
53 40
.570
Chrago
49 46
516
$
Pittsburgh
47 46
505
6
Montreal
47 53
470
New York
43 58
426 14
St LOWS
39 60
17
WEST
San Francisco
59 39
602
Cincinnati
sa 40
592
Los Angeles
57 42
576
San Diego
17 52
Atlanta
44 53
464
Hou.ston
42 56
429
Tuesday's Games
Atlanta (Boggs 14) at Philadelphia
I Christenson 74), n
ancinnoti (liume 44.1 at New York
(Swan 2-51, n
Montreal (Fryman 541 at Houston
Ruble 04 n
Pittsburgh Mean 2-21 at San Diego
"Owchinko 5-71, n
Chicago I R.Reuschel 9-71 at gm Angeles 'Rhoden 7-5,,n
Forsch 94) at San Francisco
"Blue 13-4 n

Pepsi-Colas
64-oz. bottle...the biggest
Pepsi of them all!
"The Boss saves you trips to the store.
"The Boss"lets you bring home two
quarts of Pepsi in one easy-to-grip
bottle
"The Boss"saves_you storge space.
Bringing homeTh"e Boss" means
you'll use up less room in your
refrigerator or pantry. This handy giant
takes up less space than'five cans or
two quart bottles.
"The Boss"saves that Pepsi-Cola
sparkle.
The resealable cap on"The Boss"
keeps the more than 12 five-ounce
servings sparkling fresh for as long
as you need them.
"The Boss"...Pepsi-Cola's
64-oz. bottle.

THE DIESEL
POWERED RABBITS
ARE ARRIVING

h with
cm the
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arrivirde
The amazing VOX- bbffs +NA diesel engines hove
:these fantastic.
at Carroll VW Yot;'11 be cable toatest drive of
America's No I car. Call
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Get The Rabbit Habit At

Carroll VW-Audi-Mazda
800 Chestnut, Murray

753-8850
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1 legal Notice

1. legal Notice

Abilkiiit Plaa
15 Articles For Sale

6 Help Wanted

IMMEDIATE
PLACEMENT. I will
COMMISSIONER'S
SALE
•
hire two this month
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
Looking for highly.
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT*COURT
motivated 17-24 year old
PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY,
males to start training
PLAINTIFF VERSUS LAWRENCE E. FARRAR
in nuclear fields. Must
and HFI FN J. FARRAR: JACKIE NEWBERRY,
be high school Arad,
d/b/a NEWBERRY TRENCHING COMPANY.
above average math
DEFENDANTS
ability in Algertora.
NOTICE OF SALE
,
Starting pay over $100 a
week.
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Approximately
two years technical
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the July lith
training provided with
term there 1978 in the above cause,for the slim of
steady pay and adForty Five Thousand Five Hundred Eighty Eight
vancement. If you are
and 09/100 t$45.588.09) Dollars, plus interest until
looking for a secure
paid. to the PLAINTIFF, and the sum of Two
Thousand Eight Hundred Fourteen and No/100-future you will find one
with us if you qualify.
$2.814.00 Dollars, plus interest until paid, to the
For the ' chance of a
Defendant, Jackie Newberry, d/b/a Newberry
lifetime call your local
Trenching Company, and its costs therein_ I shall
Navy recruiter, Mike
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in,
Woleben, (5021 753-6439
the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder,
for personal interview.
at public auction on the 22th day of July, 1978, at 1:00
THE NAVY. ITS NOT
O'pock p.m., or.thereabout, FOR CASH, l'HE
JUST A JOB, ITS AN
FOLLOWING
DESCRIBED
PROPERTY,
ADVENTURE.
TO WIT: Beginning at the State Highway at a branch; thence up said branch to a dogwood tree; thence North
WAITRESS NEEDED.
60'2 degrees west to a dogwood tree on the West
492-9785.
Quarter Section line 95 poles and 15 links: thence
south with Quarter Section line 56 poles to-a stake;
DOCTOR'S OFFICE
thence south 51'2 degrees east to State Highway;
assistant ne.,eded,
thence northward with said Highway 33 poles to the
medical and some
beginning, containing 30 acres more or less, EXclerical duties, exCEPT TVA highway right of way and also one-half
perience helpful. Call
acre on which WA has flowage easement and EX759-1550 between 9 and 4.
CEPT approximately Itt acres heretofore sold to
VELBERT 13UFtKEEN, et ux, by deed dated Sep10.Business Opportunity
tember 5. 1952, which is of record in the office of the.
WELL
ESTABLISHED
Clerk of the Calloway County Court in Deed Book 94.
.BUSINESS for sale due
Page 569. This being the same property that the
to health reason. For
Defendants obtained title to by deed dated Noveminformation write D-12
ber 27, 1972 from James E.Sullivan et ux and recor?
Fox Meadows, Murray,
ded in Book 151, Card No. 2837.
Ky 42071.
AND
1974 Atlanta Mobile Hosa, Model 03TAC-41150;
12.Insurance
Serial M21-4-969-6066.
BENNETT
AND
For the purchase price, the purchaser must pay
ASSOCIATES. Group
cash. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly
Insurance
Specialists
with these terms.
serving
West
Kentucky
COMMISSIONER
FRANK RYAN,MASTER
and
Tennessee..
CALLOWAY CIRCUT COURT
Representing GOLDEN
RULE LIFE NS. CO.
Phone 753-7273.
2 Notice
2 Notice

a

FAMOLANE,
WHAT WE do best is
_ care. NEEDLINE, 753-6333.

Now Shipumat,
FuN Colors & Styles

The Shoe Shack
.1

It's A Fact
Free Gift Wrapping
Is a specialty at
Starks Hardware
12th de Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARIUNG!

FOR
WATKINS
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217
South 13th., Phone 7533128.

Swimming
Pools
Western Ky. Pools
- 442-9747
Paducah, Ky.

FOR YOUR Mary K
needs, call Pattie
Sanders, 767-2455.

[
NI Wiwi Milk Distrbertioa

he.icie crow mix fa SOW ft

RUTH LADIES WEAR,
business
going-out-of
sale. Everything must
go, nothing over $3. Pant
suits, dresses, shoes,
tops, tash register,
Hwy. 464 east or west at
Backershurg Road. Call
489-2631..
5 Lost And Found
LOST ONE 1966 T-Bird
hubcap on Doran Road.
$20 reward. Phone 7534395.
.1.,,OST FEMALE Great
Dane, black with white
markings, ears lay
across top of head,
reward offered. Call 7530049.
6 Help Wanted
SEWING MACHINE
-operators. Sewing experience, preferred but
not necessary, full time,
Calloway
apply
Manufacturing.
Ill
Poplar.

13 For Sale Or Trade
A REAL nice naugahyde
couch, makes a bed,
bittersweet color. Will
trade for antique of
similar value. 753-7941
14 Want To Buy
WANT TO buy used Gym
Set. Call 436-2742 after
6:00.
WOULD LIKE to buy
good used mobile home
Call 753-7438
WANT TO BUY STANDING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757.
15 Articles For

ale

CHIMNEYS, all fuel,
triple wall pipe, 6" x
30", $17.88. Installation
kit, $26.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
WEEDY
WEEDEATEFtS, Model
500 o597, $43.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric,- 753-9104 or 7531551.
•

PERSON INTERESTED IfJust received another
in running a Consumer
load of school desks
Service Center. Couples
mm $1 to $3.50 also
preferred. Unlimited
six
manual
- --potential. $500-$800 parttypewriters, refrigeraBIBLE FACTS INC.
time. 753-3763 for aptors
and
stoves
Jesus says in Matthew
pointment only.
arriving
everyday.
9:37 "The harvest truly
Got 5 water coolers.
Is .plenteous, but the WANTED-CUSTODIAN
Murray Ford Tractor,
laborers are few:" For
Permanent position.
520 S. 4th, 759-4895.
Bible answers or Bible
Will give favorable
study call 759-4600. Bible
consideration to
Services Saturdays 3
SHELLV.RS;does a
husband-wife team. Call
p.m. to 4 p.m.
bushel in 30 minutes,
Moody, 753-1854,
$9.88. Wallin Hardware,
First Baptist Church for
Needed carrier in
_Paris.
appoir
e_Inat.
Murray Nordin area.
Call Paducah Sun
PARTY
PLANthytpcsi Ft t
Democrat, 443-1771
SUPERVISOR
Freezers
MERRIC-MAC
and ask for Circulation
toy
Room Air
Deportment.
parties has opening for
Conditioners
supervisors' and
demonstrators in your
West Ky.
M& G COMPLETE
area.
Quality
merAppliance Center
CLASS COMPANY. We
chandiseHighest
have expanded our
Sales & Service
commission. No inbusiness to better serve
641
753-4411
vestment,
delivering
or
this community and in
_
collection.
Call
Ann
doing so, we have moved
Baxter collect 319-656- -FREEZER BEEF choice
to a new location at 816
grain -fed-aged beef.
8881 or write MERFLICColdwater Road, Phew*,
Front
quarter.85 cents a
MAC.
Box
1277,
75,3-0180.
pound, whole of half 95
DuAqtie, Iowa 52001.
• C0j..t1B. Pc:Hera/errs,
cents a pound. .. hind
bring us yours for extra , hiEF:D RESPONSIBLE,
quarter, $t.05
pound
person to keep 5 *lir old
'copies. Made from any
hanging weight. Food
size intcr arty size. - in my: horde-14 do
Stamps aceeptel.
15-20
housekeeping,
Wallets low as 24'eents, F
also
do
custom
st 10 $2.40. Fast service.
hours a week, $30 to
slaughtering,
Paris
Arteraft, 118 South 12th.,
noon and couple hours in
Meat Processing, 642afternoon Must furnish
753-0035. Free Parking
8201 off 641. One mile
lot, use our rear enreferences and own
north of Paris on old
transportation753-3861
tance.
Murray Road.
1100 °rearview Drive. 753)310

GIRLS 26" bicycle,
manual typewriter. Call
492-8374.
FOR -SALE, formica and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, sizes 2'x4' -4'xI2' at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.
West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
1203 Story Avenue.
'TINMISINISSIMIll CMG PO* Is,
PINITAIG

tfRINTING1
I•r S•r %ACIDS

102 It 4th - 753-5397

FOR SALE, 3 drawer
desk, gold couch, triple
dresser, reasonabley
priced. Call 753-9321.
CROWN DELUXE gas
range, harvest gold,
excellent condition, used
1 year. 489-2773 after 5
p.m.
BOY'S CAPTAINS bed
and chest, like new. Call
753-5685.
HIGH BACK antique
walnut bed, $300. Call
436-2648 after 6 p.m.
We Buy, salir TQa
Used Furniture or Appliances
Hodge 8. Son,
205 So. 5th

FOR SALE most any type
of decorative rock,
white, pea gravel, or
brown. Also for sand,
lime, or driveway rock
call or see Roger
Hudson, 753-6763 or 7534545.
$3.CS NTS ALL Of TN1S
- DIM= Woad hairy
• liwty Mickel
• leak Wad
- Large Peary msg.
WW N 1943 Pawl
- W.I. Porgies
Draw 1,20 sa
Wiesdim MAW
• D Mat Posey 25 yrs.
• 19611 Posey (ems)
• awe 1%0-0 Sawn
out. Pommy
-S Man Pearly. 25 yrs. .
Min Fres ter: $
Men Ow Fria Gift
Pas Ovr Free 'names Seed 53.15 mod .25 Pertowe
JIM 0•101940 & CO
Sm.s PS. Md. Slows* rolisge
faveses, Ps ISSN

19 Farm Equipment

CIASSMED
111101:111111111

TRUCK TOOL BOX.
Deluxe, $92.50. Stan- KIMBALL MUSIC Center
601 Broadway, Paducah,
dard, $85.00. Truck bed
Ky. Across from Irving
protectors, $75.00. Tail
Cobb Hotel. Ph. 443-3879.
gate protectors,
Shop if you like, but
stainless steel, $15.
check our prices Open
Vinson Tractor Co. 753late Friday nights.
4892.

BUSH HOG type mowers,
4', $295; 5', $325: 6',$475; 24 Miscellaneous
7',
$650.
Kough
Equipment, 10 miles TANDEM , AXLE
nest of Murray on 94. - lumber decked equipment and hay trailer.
Call 382-2207.
Sturdy, with or without
FERGUSEN 35 tractor, winch,
$850.1759-1739.
mint condition with bush
hog, plow and disk,
SHARP MICROWAVE
$2650. Call 753-9880.
oven, stainless steel
interior, cooks, browns,
20 Sports Equipment
and defrosts, $199.95.
GOLF CLUBS, new
Wallin Hardware,Paris.
Wil§on X-31 woods, $10
over cost. Call 753-3050
20 VOLUME set of World
Book -Encyclopedias
20 HP MERCURy_outplus two years books,
board, runs good, $150._
$125, 753-7235.
Also boat and trailer,
PRESSURE CANNERS,
call 436-2516.
polished
heavy
aluminum. Holds 18
14' MAXCRAET bass
pints, 7 quarts, or 4 half
boat, 30 hp Chrysler and
gallons, $43.95. Wallin
trolling motor, $1500.
Hardware,Paris.
Call 759-1941 after 4 p.m.
TWO WHEEL utility TOMATO JUICER, no
trailer, aluminum car
peeling, no coring, no
top boat and motor. Call
Wallin
pre-cooking.
753-1261.
Hardware,Paris.

28. Heating & Cooling

KING AUTOMATIC wood
heaters,, deluxe porcelain cabinet, cast iron
grates, brick lines,
$199.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
FOR RENT, 2 bedroom
trailer, Shady Oaks. 4892533.
MOBILE HOMES add
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3220.
31 Want To Rent
UNFU,RNISHED
owners must sell 1977
Skyline, 14x70. Call 4928892 after 5 p.m.
3 BR HOUSE within 7
miles of Murray. Call
753-1916 between 8 and 4
and ask for Gina.
WANT PASTURE for 4
horses. Call 753-7619.
WANT TO RENT 1
Bedroom house. Call
753-8135.
WANT TO RENT 3
bedroom house. Call 7538136
32 Apartments for Rent

NAUTALINE TWO WHEEL TRAILER,
33'
new bed, new tires, 4x8,
houseboat,753-3613.
12 inch deep, See at 519
Whitnell Avenue. Call
10 x 12 UMBRELLA tent,
753-7943.
$30 and 10 x 12 screen
house, $20. Both have
outside tube aluminum WE HAVE accumulated a
great number of No. 2
franies. Phone 753-0536
block's-of all sizes, will
for appointment.
offer for sale at a
greatly reduced price.
18' CHRIS CRAFT ski
753-3540.
boat ...with trailer, 283

SECTION 236 Federal
housing, 2 BR unfurnished apartments.
Apply in person at
Murray Manor, Office,
Duiguid Road. Call 7538668.
34. Houses For Rent

Corvette engine, $1800.'
USED' TIN ROOFING
Call 753-9537.
and ear corn for sale.
753-4416.
FOR SALE, houseboat,
36' Silverqueen, twin
SMOKE
ALARMS,
engine, vee drive, fly
battery operated by
bridge, sleeps 10, many
Water Pik, $16.88.
extras. Call 474-2390 for
Hardware,Paris.
Wallin
appointment.

36. For Rent Or lease
TWELTH STREET, 1-4_
Commercial lot for
lease. 175' frontage 189'
deep. Call 753-7618 after
5:00.

XOMPLETE MANS
Wilson Staff golf set with
bag and cart. Couch that
makes into bed. 753-8591.
1973 16' YELLOW Arrow
Glass Runabout and
h.p.
100
trailer.
Evinrude motor, excellent condition, $2550.
Call 753-4097.

5/$15M
rasiamt4

FIREPLACE
ENCLOSURES- with glass
doors and wirel mesh
draw screen, all sizes
and finishes, $04-29-..
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

0 BEDROOM house in
Hardin, gas heat, $110 a
month. Call 527-7516.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
37 Livestock Supplies
EXCELLENT PLEASURE Walking horse,
gelding, 15.0 hands,
extremely
gentle,
perfect for young person, or one seeking a
pleasure
horse.
Chocolate brown, white
stocking, $800. Includes
Western St English
saddle and bridle.
Inquire at 767-6417 after
9 p.m.
38. Pets Supplies

=MI
or

Or
rle
es

veal,

41. Public Sales

YARD SALE, MondayWednesday, 8-4, 2";
miles west of Almo
Heights on 464, follow
signs. Clothes, of all
sizes, mens, women, and
childrens, baby clothes
and furniture, wheel
chair, hospital bed,
antique
safe,
pie
miscellaneous.
43 Real Estate
HY OWNER, 4 large
bedrooms, 2 baths,
with
kitchen -den
fireplace, central air,
gas heat, quiet area with
shade, patio with gas
grill. Over 2000 feet
living area and large
garage. In Bagwell
Manor,call 753-9602.

THE NELSON MOAT
CO. REALTORS
759-1707

43 Real Estate
BY OWNER on Circarama Drive. 3 BR,
living room and dining
area combined, kitchen
and den combined,
appliances and curtains
with house, patio with
grill, large established
lawn, built-in garage.
Call 753-4673.
WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. This is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close tca
shopping downtown,
school, and hospital. the
home includes the
drapes, refrigerator,
Stove, and dishwasher.
Call
JOHN •
C.
isiEUBAUER,
REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531
to see this good buy.

Profess*
With The Fl

GATE
RESIDE!
120' wide
Gatesbori
City wate
Priced 11
Quickly I
Majors I
105 N. 1211

uncio lofts Wrialsal C-ionsr
TOP
BUSINESS
property, 1.618 acres on
South 12th with 285' of
road frontage. Ideal for
franchise property. For
details see NELSON
SHROAT REALTORS,
Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Center,759-1707.

HOUSE„ 1500 Canterbury,
central gas heat and air,
attathed garage, double
wide drive, patio,
$59,200. Call 753-9710.

PEOPLE ON THE GO
GO GALLERY

74Eor
WILSON

John Smith, Realtor
Call
753-7411
(Anytime!)
or call
Ron Talent-753-9894
James Herndon-159-1184
Cynthia Gamble-759-1396
linda McKinney-753-8567

Owner says sell this 3
/
2 both brick wed
bodroow 11
saes home 4 mikes smith of
Norm with 3 phis acres.
Nome his great room with
fireplace, kitchen with ill tits
extras. Ready to move into
sad priced to sell quickly.
Country liyisig oily 3 miles
from Norm. tasted or
Coles Camp ltd. This 4 or 5
botlrooso, 2 birtie home his
control host & sir. Marty of
rows for grove* family, good
swags or.,, 1 acre lot. Mos
plenty of shoile, redwood
dock. Reduced to $43,000.
753-3213 Arnim

BRICK HOME plus income Property. Move
into this beautiful home
and pay mortgage with
present additional income of $450 per mo.
This home has 3
bedrooms, 1'2 batht,
formal living and dining
room, birch *cabinets,
built-in oven and range,
central air, natural gas
• heat. Income property is
furnished and fully
rented for fall semester.
Located near University. Phone 436-5479.

ikomrs

inFOR
LOOKING
property?
vestment
Want to develop your
own subdivision? We
have just listed 30't
acres located within 2'-'2
miles of city limits, city
water in area.. Owner
financing available. For
further information,
call LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS- .753-1492.

LOOKING
FOR
A
FOR SALE: Roto Tiller,
bargain in a 25" color
self-propelled, 4 speeds
TV? Just received a
forward, adjustable
Guy Spann Realty
shipment - of
100
steering, center, right or
You. key People
Magnavox TV._ Four
left. Tills 12" swath,
In Real Estate
•
have damaged cabinets,
753 7724
adjustable depth, extra' 2 Musical
TV's
with
perfect
Aturray,ly
901 Sycamore
set of tines, almost new,
complete new warranty.
4 h.p. Briggs-Stratton 4
GOSPEL
GIBSON
Trucking company loss
PRICE REDUCED $5000
cycle motor,$150. Phone
Acoustic Guitar, haris your gain. Come in
on this 70 acre farm with
753-0536
for
apBill
case,
dshell
and make an offer.
35 tendable acres.
pointment.
Lawrence pick-up, less
Clayton's formerly J&B
Owner moved out of
than 1 year old, exMusic, _Dixieland
state and wants to sell!
cellent shape, $600 or
16 Home Furnishings
Center, Murray, KY.
Priced now at $30,000.
best offer. Call 753-8135
Pr'.
registered
delay on this
SALE,
FOR
Don't
BATH TUB, new, never
days and 753-3069 nights._ . MISCELLANEOUS
black .and tan male
birgin. Act now by
wicrated, right hand,
ITEMS for sale. 30x60
Doberman puppy. 8
phoning KOPPERUD
white. Antique bed with
PIANO IN- STORAGE.
formica top
desk,
weeks old, wormed,
REALTY, 753-1222.
curved foot board, 8
Beautiful spinet-console
portable dog pen, 20 cu.
$100. Phone (90! 642drawer dresser with
stored locally. Reported
ft.
side
by
side
7,2 ACRES near Ky. Lake
South 12th at Sycamor•
4589.
fold-up mirrors. Call
like nee Responsible
refrigerator, golf clubs, . State Park. Two wells, 2
TELEPHONE 753.1651
253-5561.
party can take at big
and 5'; year old English
FOR SALE, 5 male AKC
complete mobile home
TWO PIECE den suit,
saving or tow payment
Setter with papers. 753registered Fox Terriers, WHEN YOUR riches are
hook-ups, good building
like new, $250. 753-6206.
balance. Write Joplin
8432 or 753-6201.
kids, not money, let its
$95 each. Call 753-5326.
$6500.
site,
only
Piano, Joplin, Missouri,
show this home in the
Galloway Realty, 505
DITCH WITCH trencher.
FRIGIDAIRE RANGE
64801
country.. large home for
SIX WEEK old AKC
Main Street, Murray,
with self-cleaning oven,
488-3330.
the large family, 5
registered .yellow Labs
Ky. Phone 753-5842.
$150. 16 Cu. Ft. upright
MUSIC LESSONS: imbedrooms, living room
for sale. Call 489-2669
26 TV Radio
freezer. $50. Maple
mediate openings for
and family room all on 1
after6 p.m.
FOR SALE - Ideal
dresser base, $8 and old
piano, organ, or voice
LOVELY MOBILE home
acre lot, recently
wooded building site
desk $10. 153-0229.
Experienced • on 14 acre lot. First AKC
lessons.
painted inside and out.
DOBERMAN
consisting of 3.18 acres
teaching with degrees in
gravel road past East
fauppies, champion
Priced in the 30's Call
and located in Graves
music Private lessons
Elementary, third
blood line, had shots and
LORETTA
JOBS
County 9 miles South16 New
age 6 and up - beginmobile home on the left.
wormed. Females only
REALTORS...753-1492.
west of Mayfield at
Patterns
ners to advanced.
Can be seen after 5, all
$100. ('all (901) 642-8607
intersection of Hwy 45
Of vinyl cushion floor
Rental purchase plan on
day weekends.
days; after 5, 901) 642and Bell
This is a
on sale at Wiggins
organ.
piano
Purdom & Thurman
and
9688.
choic
of property
27
Mobile
Home
Furniture,641 North.
Sales
Clayton, Dixieland
Insurance & Real Estate ands
riced
very
Shopping Center, 753- ZENITH' 25" color con- FOR SALE, Doberman
fe Court Square
ANTIQUE IRON bed
reasonable at $5500, and,,
7575
puppies, AKC, ChamMurray, lyntucky
sole TV, with chromatic,
owner will finance.
excellent condition. Call
PIANOS AND ORGANS
pion blood line, (901)
$525 with trade-in.
759-1078 after 4- _pm.
,Phone
753-4451
KOPPERUD
selection
- large
648-5424, Gleason,Tn.
Sisson's Zenith Sales, 19
REALTY, 753-1222 for
available, rental miles west on Hwy. 94,
more information.
SELL YOUR FARM
SMALL
purchase plan available. '382-2174. Our prices ST. BERNARD AKC
Amor
through
refrigerator and used
KOPPERUD
registered,5 months old.
Selection - quality -can't be beat.
oak desk. 753-0584
REALTY,
711
We
Main.
Rare color, white with
price cannot be beat
evenings.
have had many inquires
blue eyes, $100. Call 436anywhere Shop for 197$ 14.70 all electric.
regarding all types of
2711.
yourself and see. Open, Two .bedrooms, two
farm land and acreage
11 Vacuum Cleaners
8:00.
baths, excellent contil
'Friday's
41 Public Sales
tracts. If you have a
dition, $9500. 436-2711.
Claytons, Dixieland
farm or acreage tract to
BOYD-MAIOR
_AUTHOIUZED
LOW. LOW price yard
ELEC- -'-'Shopping -center. 753.sell, contact us at 753and
Friday
TROLUX Sales and
safe,
REAL ESTATE
1976 MODEL 14x70 real
7575.
1222. Also if you have
753 8080_
Service in Paducah call
Saturday July 27, 28, 29,
nice mobile. home.
been
wanting
to
pur443-6469. IN MURRAY 23. Exterminating
1100 - Circaraina.
completely furnished on
l't totatonal Sets'
chase acreage, contact
call
Sponsored
by The
TONY
MONY• iII 1 Cu' Frwroih Tow h
large lot located on East
us for an update on
Christ
Jesus
TGOMERY 753-6760
Church
of
Highway. Call 753-8422
properties listed for sale
Beautiful 3 bedrooms,
of I. D. S. Toys, stuffed
19 Farm Equipment
in (7alloway County. We
FREE
baths, By, home.
wonder
horse,
animals,
10eS0 TWO BEDROOM
at
-Formal dining &
KOPPERUD
Inspection
sewing
metal
childs
home,
mobile
aria
tobaccofully
FOR SALE
REALTY provide a
breakfast room, marmachine, chtlds stove.
'r
Kelley's
itoend ,
It-in
tomato sticks. Call 489ble fireplace In living
coMpfete range of Real
refrigerate'',
f4.
sink,
appliances
e
-1'"4
2128.
Termite
It
Estate- Service. Phone
room, den adjoining
31
paperbooks,. clothes:._
Ilbrated in Ailky WOO&
•••••
us today
& Pest 1t1Tchen, Breezeway, 2
FOR SALE, 15 polled
baby, child, boys, girls,
VISS8. Cali between 6
car att. garage - Pr;
Control
men, womens. wet- or
Hereford cows, 12
and 9, 436-5337.
acres. 3 minutes to
IOC
cleaner,
Sowth
vacuum
119
winter
dry
Waldrop
Realty
calves,
shopping. Reduced to
Mows 75.1-3114
console RCA black and
registered Polled Bull,
12 x 00 TWO BR with
'fri &nines..
In Fiuslaera Over
$45,900. Boyd Majors
repair,
needs
all young cows and bred
white
TV
separate Utility room.
30 Yearn
Since 1956
Real Estate, 105 N.
G.rtIfhuRlrPA
I,P gas Maytag dryer,
back,-$8000. 753-3625.
753-1345 or 489-2774
753-5444
12th
$50. 753-1310.

u&b.

v

care:

4

FOR SALE,
acres is
Wiseharts
Good well
dandy littl
James, Bo
at 753-7668

•

I

YOU'LL L
your frienc
14x35 rec
firepla
tertainmen
by pass ti:
the conver
-_ with _Carp
area. 3
double la
bath...4 m
town. It on
call to ma
home. Call
JOBS RI
753-1492.

#•

YD-M,

REAL E!
75341

Protesosona
WithltseFnen

HERE IS
PORTUNTI
happy fami
Mini-famr
summer in I
in this Mc
bedroom B.
approxim
acres (10 ti
outside Jou
eluding shc
with electri
Tri-City
County, Bo
Real Estat
12th.

'
Monday-El
PRICE HA

Two li
ceramic
fireplac(
built-ins
garages
Ownei
$110,000.
70

111■111=11MMII

Yes, a sens
bedroom bi
Keep cool tl
central hea
concrete Fs
and paneli
fast! Phone

THA
Just listed
and air,
backyard,
pleasant fe,
Priced in th
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49 Used Cars & Trucks

43. Real Estate
on Cirve. 3 BR,
and dining
ed, kitchen
combined,
d curtains
patio with
established
n garage.
ST listed a
priced two
ome in a
ion. This is
of 6th and
close to
downtown,
ospital. the
udes the
rigerator,
hwasher.
RN
C.
206 N. 4th
or 753-7531
buy.
'anterbury,
eat and air,
age, double
e, patio,
753-9710.

THE GO
[FRY

64F S

, Realtor

FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres 12 mile south of
Wiseharts
Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7868 or 753-2394.

Rat ESTATE

Realty
People
tate

DUPLEX FOR SALE,
brick, each side has 2
BR, central heat _and
air, stove, refrigerator,
. and dishwasher, $40,000.
Call owndr at 753-4470
after 5 p.m.

dining room and kitchen caw
beset bvitv.imlesseaky, scatty,
carport. Cell 489-7116 satsss 5
p.m-

5271468 - 753 9625

753-8080
• Professsona I Services
With The Friendly Touch"

GATESBORO
RESIDENTIAL LOT.
120' wide 200' deep on
Gatesborough Circle.
City water and sewers.
Priced Right to Sell
Quickly $4,950. Boyd'Majors Real Estate,
105 N. l2th.
YOU'LL LIKE inviting
your friends over to this
14x35 rec room with
fireplace.
Entertainment made easy
by pass thru bar from
the convenient kitchen
_ with -carpeted dining
area. 3 bedrooms,
double lavatories in
bath...4 minutes. from
town. It only takes one
call to make this your
home. Call LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS...
753-1492.

101,

inOR
property'
elop your
sion? We
isted 30'1
within 2L4
limits, city
ea. Owner
liable. For
ormation,
A JOBS
..753-1492.

IT OWNER: at Celdsratet,
brick, Vying nem, beta,

QUALITY

•IWYD-MAJORS
.
"

II
411
me!)
53-9894
-759-1184
-759 1396
-153-8561

46. Homes For Sale

Popl4r-Ileaton

n

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professional Services
With The Fnendly Touch'

HERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY. . . For
happy family living on
Mini-famr! Enjoy
summer in the country
in this nice 2 or 3
bedroom B.V. home on
approximately 12
acres (10 tendable). 3
outside buildings including shop building
with electricity. Near
Tr -City in Graves
County. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.

24
hIlurrey,.14

SPECIAL REDUCED,
BR mobile home with
gas heat, window air
conditioner„ built-in
range on 100 x 125 lot, 1
mile east of Murray.
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate, 753-3263.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY for sale. Located
on South 12th Street.
Ideal location
for
restaurant, or any retail
business. This is a 137' x
183' lot, prime business
location. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222 for more information.

44. Lots For Sale
TWO WATERFRONT
lost on Kentucky Lake.
382-2429.

NEW OFFICE NOUNS

Monday-Friday --r 7:30-2:30 SUturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE SHAVE $1.25
PRICE HAIR CUT $L50
CALL 753-4013

Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.

Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301

- Ideal
lding site
3.18 acres
in Graves
des Southyfield at
of Hwy 45
This is a
I property
d
very
$5500, and..
finance.'
PPERUD
3-1222 for
tion.

ii
TATE
80
lk I

h

rooms,

.V. home.
ining &
in, marin living
adjoining
eway, 2
age - lb?
thutes to
educed to
d Majors
, 105 N.

in closets, 2 baths, 2 car
garage with a storage
room, central gas heat
and electric air, entry
hall. living room, large
den with wood burning
fireplace and dining__
area, kitchen with dishwasher and disposal,
built-in stove with hood,
food center and many
cabinets, utility room
with built-in cabinets,
central vacuum, patio
with grill, intercom,
landscaped, near high
School, 804 Minerva
Place, 753-0196 or 7537906.

FOR SALE, 1972 CB 350
Honda, good condition.
753-3288.

BARKLEY LAKE

PHONE
502-685-4961

1 Services Offerea
1973 P,ONTIAC Bonneville, power steering FOR SALE, Essex soy
bean seed. 489-2602.
and brakes, air conditioner. 753-2483 or 7535094.
BEAUTIFY your home
with lightweight easy-to1976
THUNDERBIRD, install Eldorado Stone.
local car with all extras, No
costly footings or
16,000 miles, price,
foundations. 100 percent
$5500. Call 753-8730 or fireproof
masonary
753-6965.
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
1972 DArTSUN, good
Use for interior or excondition, $625. Call 759terior. An excellent do1152 after 5.
it-yourself project or we
will install. Buy direct
1955 CHEVROLET 2 door
from
our factory.
6 cylinder, automatic,
Timber-Lodge Stone and
body rough, runs good.
N.
Fireplace, 706
,$100 or best offer, 753Market Street, Paris._
4094.
Tenn. 38242. Phone 901642-1322.
1974 OLDSMOBILE
station wagon, custom
WATER WELLS. Smith
wagon, custom cruiser,
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
Synchcate,
Inc
43 1978 United Feature
power steering, brakes,
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
and air, good condition,
p.m new radial tires, $2195.
Phone 759-4698.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning
1975 FORD Gran Torino
awnings, carports and
49 Used Cars & Trucks
48. Automotive Service
station wagon, $1975.
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5
1973 BROWN Capri, Phone 753-8963.
TRUCK TIRE Sale
p.m. or weekends.
70,500 miles. 753-2349.
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
FOR SALE, 1970 Camalbo,
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
6 cyl. straight shift, FOR YOUR septic tank
1975 VOLVO 164 E, exFET, 750x16", 8 ply,
mechanically
good,
and backhoe work
cellent condition. Ina $400. 489-2613.
835.39 plus $3.59 -FET.needs. Alio-septic tank
TR 6, excellent conWallin
Hardware,
cleaning. Call John
753-0799
Call
dition.
Paris.
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
days, and 753-2317 50. Campers
436-5348..
49 Used Cars & Trucks
nights.
17' TRAVEL trailer.
AIR CONDITIONING
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE
Van, loaded must sell, $2500.
FORD
1969
sales and service, R. C.
Datsun King Cab. Call
automatic, mag wheels, 753-0111.
Evans,474-2748.
328-8649 after 5 p.m.
conpipes;
good
side
STARCRAFT
1974
dition, $995. Call 4891976 MALIBU CLASSIC,
I DO PAINTING of all
Starmaster 8, excellent
2595.
blue, 4 door, automatic,
condition. Call 345-2028,
kinds, call day or night
air conditioner, power
437-4152.
Mayfield.
FOUR WHEEL drive
steering, brakes, exALL TYPES backhoe and
Jeep Waggoneer, 1966
cellent condition, $2800
septic tank work. Field
turbo hydramatic. Runs 1972 STA-RCRAFT
or possibly less. Call 767good, lock out hubs,
tile lines installed,- 28
4302 or 753-6666 or see on
Starmaster 6, pop-up
years
experience.
could make exceptional
corner of 12th & Olive.
camper, electricor gas
conversion to Camaro,
Licensed through Health
refrigerator, has '
Department. Call Rex
El Camion, Etc. $1250.
1 97 1
awning, excellent
PLYMOUTH
759-1739. .
Satellite,
4
condition. Call 436-2489. - Camp, 753-5933.
door,
automatic, power
_FOR FAST SERVICE on
CHEVROLET BIG 73 Chevrolet camper
1952
sterring, 6 cylinder,
all electrical work, call
with
truck
special
standard shift. runs and
runs and looks good.
Tony Teschner, 354-8531.
camper. Call 753-8061.
gauges
looks
good,
all
$650 or best offer. Call
If no answer call 354work,$400. 759-1739.
489-2510.
8201.
WHITES CAMPER
1978 FORD :Mustang, T- SALES your starcraft
NEED TREES CUT?
1973 DATSUN 610 wagon,
top, loaded,' 4,000 miles. dealer. You've, got a
Landolt Tree Service.
factory air; AM with
good
thing
going
with
Call 753-1208 or 753-0181.
George Landolt,
Call
tape, low mileage. Call
Starcraft. Compete line
753-8170.
753-0011 after 5.
travel
trailers,
pop
ups,
HOT ROD hauler,65 GMC
.
Crewcab, 20" ruffler, parts and accessories.
NEW 1977 International
LICENSED
El 7- •
Toppers
and
used
aluminum ramps, $1250.
4x4 Scout 552, 4 cyl., 4
TRICIAN prompt efcampers.
East
94
High759-1739.
speed, oversized tires.
ficient service. No job
way, 4 miles from
Located at Truckstoo small. Call Ernest
Murray.
call
753-0605.
Club
FORD'
'Van
1977
Trailers-Buses, Inc.,
White, 753-0605.
Wagon Chateau, 31,000
Hwy. 641 S. or call 75312' APACHE pop-up
new
tires,
Capmiles,
1372.
BLOWN
camper, sleeps B. stove, INSULATION
tains chairs; factory air,
IN by Sears save on
inhitch
sink,
icebox,
P.S., P.B., stereo, with
these high heat and
cluded, phone 753-6918
and rear speakers,
front
1950 FORD Club Coup for
cooling bills. Call Sears
p.m.
6
after
rear bench seat, fully
sale. Also restored 1962
free
753-2310
for
carpeted, solid silver,
Nash convertible. phone
estimates.
blue interior, mint 51 Services Offered
753-127L
clean, excellent con- FENCE-SALES at Sears GUTTERING BY SEARS
dition, $6495 firm. Phone
Sears continuous gutter
now. Call Sears 753-2310
Murray 759-4590.
1975 AUDI 100 LS, fully
installed per your
for free estimates for
Call
specifications:
equipped, %ery sharp,
your needs.
1974 BUICK LA SABRE,4
good mileage, priced
Sears 753-2310 for free
door, power and air,
reasonable. 628-3527.
estimates.
CLEANING,
chrome wheels, radial CARPET
tires, AM-FM radio, references. For free
CARPET CLEANING at
1975 BUICK- LA SABRE
estimates, call 759-4085.
$1395. Call 489-2595.
reasonable rates.
custom AM-FM stereo
Prompt and efficient.
and tape, tilt wheel,
AND,
1974 BLACK Monte Carlo, COMMERCIAL
Custom Carpet Care,
factory mags, $3200
residential backhoe and
loaded, $3200. Call 753753-1335.
Call 753-6713 after 3 p.m
trenching work and
2691
do YOU need stuns
call 753-7612.
hauling. Call collect 437removed from your yard
FORD customized van.
4156.
or land cleared of
Has8
track
stereo,
C.B.,
Delta
OLDSMOBILE
1974
stumps? We can remove
AM -FM
radio,
88 Royal, burgundy on
LICENSED
ELECstumps up to 24"
television,
speakers
white
. burgundy with
TRICIAN and gas inbeneath ground. Leaves
front and rear, couchtop. Has power and air,
will
do
stallation
only sawdust and chips
bed,
ice
box,
sink,
portawith
car
extra clean
plumbing, heating,
Call for free Estimate,
potti, carpeted, air
• 45,000 miles, $2450: Call
sewer cleaning. Call 753Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
conditioned. Call 753-,
4.92-8102 after 4 00 p.m.
7203
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
0476.

II You CAN COME OUT, SENATOR,
FOR SALE BY OWNER,'THE- ERA DEMONSTRATORS,AN9
new on market brick,
3 THE 1N171AN9 HAVE GONE"
bedroom carpeted, walk

FOR SALE Honda 450,
good condition, 753-2467
after 5 p.m.

209 Walnut Street
mir

HOUSE FOR SALE BY
OWNER. 1614 Kirkwood
DR. Brick, 3 BR,
baths, LV, entry hall,
den with dining area,
kitchen, with built-in
stove and plenty of
cabinet space, utility
room, electric heat,
fenced back yard with
tool shed And 10
producing fruit trees.
Reduced for quick saleupper 30's. Call 753-8128
or 753-7906.

1334 AC. level, 6 ac.
tillable, 7/
3
4„ Wooded lot
suitable for building site
on pa0ed road 1 mile
east of South Pleasant
Grove, 8 miles to
Murray - Calloway
County seat, 16 miles to
Ky. Lake.(901) 642-8311, THREE ROOM furnished
house, 10 miles east of
or (513) 294-8528 after 6
Murray, $2500. 442-8670.
p.m.
BRICK HOME plus ilk
come property. Move
45. Farms For Sale
into this beautiful home
and ,pay mortgage with
FARM FOR SALE by
present additional in.owner. 70 acre with good
come of $450 per mo.
2 BR house located in
This home has 3
Henry County on North
bedrooms, 1'2 'baths,
Fork Church Road.
formal living and dining
Central heat and air,
room birch cabinets,
storm windows and
built-in oven and range,
doors, good well. Will
central air, natural gas
sell all or part. Finanheat. Income property
cing available. Call 498Is furnished and fully
8376.
rented for fall semester.
46. Homes For Sale
Located near UniverPhone 436-5479.
sity.
BY OWNER,3 BR house.
5 miles from Murray.
47 Motorcycles
100 yards off 94 on 783,
$45,000. Call 753-4896.
1977 CR-125, really sharp,
never been raced. Call
759-1999 before 5 p.m

Nornbuckle Barber Shop
CEO $5000
farm with
e acres.
ed out of
nts to sell!
at $30,000.
on this
t now by
OPPERUD
1222.
_
r Ky. Lake
wo wells,2 bile home. rod building ;
$6500. r.
ealty, 505
, Murray,
5842.

CLASSIFIEDS OR MOREPHORIABERESIES

1967 SUZAKI 200 CC,
excellent condition, best
offer, 489-2773 after 5
p.m.
FOR SALE, 1973 Honda
350 SL, cheap, 753-3707
or 767-3824.
48 Automotive Service
FOR TIRES, in-the-field
farm tire service, truck
tire service, front end
alignment, brakes,
shocks, tune-ups, accessories, and prompt
service, phone Advanced, Inc.. 759-4788

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING - sealing,
patching striping. For
free estimates call 7531537.
SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs,
barns, farms and
homes. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2563.
DRIVEWAY WHITE
rocked and graded, riprap delivered and
placed, decorated rock,
all kinds, masonry sand,
free. estimates. Call
Clifford Garrison, 7535429..after 4 p.m.
HOUSE FRAMING,$1.15
per square foot. 437-4338.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 753:
9290..
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 and 3:30, ask
for Shelley.
CARPENTERS
AVAILABLE to dcr,
small jobs. Satisfactiort
guaranteed, 753-647T
after 4 p.m.

ENERGY
SOLAR
- ANY KIND of hauling m
headquarters,
city or county. Call 759residential, corn..
1247 or 753-9685.
mercial, and industrial.
Also dealers for Volcano
WET BASEMENT? We
II, the most efficient
make wet basements
in
burner
wood
dry, work completely
America. Solar King of
guaranteed. Call or
Mayfield, 247-1253, 607
write Morgan ConW. Broadway.
struction Co., Route 2,
- Box 409k. Paducah,
PAINTING INTERIOR,
Ky. 42001. Phone day
exterior. Also dry wall
or night 442-7026.
finishing. 10 years ex_L
perience. Call 436-2563,
CHIMNEY CLEANING,
Ralph We:ley.
.bird screens installed,
minor repair work by
SMALL DOZER.Ideal for
Heegel, magic Hat
leveling or... spreading.,,
Chimney
Sweeps. Call .
753-7370.
or
753-0129
759-4878.
B & J HYDRAULICS.
Service calls or in-shop
repair of hydraulic
, parts, jack rebuilding,
price's starting at $17.50.
Hwy. 1346. off 94 East.
Call 436-2788.

BUSHOGGING and,
discing. Call 753-1261.
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p.m. 753-7149.

54. Free Column
FOR COUNTY garbage
pick-up, call 753-1310.
.

54. FREE KITTENS, 7as.;:6315.

--i•Nm•••mmmmmmmmmw
•B & J HYDRAULICS
We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment. We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.
Hwy. 1346 off 84 East

436-2788

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
Floored and reedy. Up to 12I 24. Also born style, offices, corteges,
mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U.BUIlD, pre-art completely reedy
to assemble up to 24 x 60. Buy the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

HOMES
FOR SALE

*Dresden, TN., 2 BR home, NE of
Dresden off Hwy.89.
*Cuba, KY two and three BR home,
South of Cuba located on Howard Canter
Road.
*New Concord,KY.,2 BR home.
Owner will finance easy terms low
down payment or will consider
reasonable cash offer.
For information contact or call collect,

JOE HARTLEY,
(502)4414368
•

FEATURED HOMES AT KOPPER!)REALTY
HOUSE AND 6 ACRES

A SIXTH SENSE?

Yes, a sense of pride in owning this extra sharp'3 Here is that rare home-buying opportunity of
bedroom brick home on the West side of Murray. good home plus acreage plus close-to-town
Keep cool this summer and cozy next winter with location at a reasonable price. Three bedroom
central heat and air. Attached garage & covered htick home with central heat and air and low
concrete patio, attractive carpeting, wallpaper utility bills. Lots of the great outdoors with apple
and paneling throughout home. This will sell trees, garden spots and outside building suitable
fast! Phone us today! 30's.
for horse stable or storage. Phone us right away!

NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

EXTRA, EXTRA...

Large year-round home in wooded setting. Approximately 2700 square feet of living area in this
impressive home with walk-out basement. Central heat and air, 2 fireplaces with heatalators,
extra 2-car garage with boat shed and workshop,
large screened back porch and quality construction throughout..

Drive dos;Main Street and take a look at this
impressive 2-story home. Lots of living area
which includes 4 bedrooms, study, dining room,
den, living room, plant room, basement and central natural gas heat. Price now only $35,000.

This is what .i`ou will be saying when you view

THREE BEDROOM CHARMER

PLEASING PRICE

GOOD HOME-GOOD BUY

Just listed brick ranch home with central heat
and air, lovely landscaped lawn, fenced
backyard, wooden deck, and lots of other
pleasant features in this country dream home.
Priced in the 30's.

Charming 2 bedroom home near Kentucky lake.
Home has attractive kitchen-den combination,
lovely fireplace in the living room, new wall-towall carpeting, new drapes and a sharp new look
throughout. Priced at only $14,500. Don't delay
phone today on this bona fide bargain.
ea

Just listed this,spacious home close to schools in
a nice neighborhood. Three bedrooms, formal
dining room, large sewing closet, -recreation
room, large garage, cypress 4leck in backyard
and storage galore. Priced in DT 40's. •

GREAT ROOM!

GREAT HOUSE!

Brand new listing and brand new home. Energy
saving 3 bedroom in Gatesborough. Heat pump,
12 inches insulation in ceiling, thermopane windows, beautiful custom-designed kitchen with
breakfast island, formal dining room. Home is
beautifully decorated throughout. Take a journey to happy dream-home living and let us show
this.charming home to you.
•

--------' -111 Main
Murray, Ky.

P ERUD
REA TY

4

24 Hr.-Phone
Ph. 753-1222

Narry Patterson 412-1302-Bill Rayburn 1511-41100-Geri Andersen 753-1932- George Gallagher 153-11211-11ill koppered 753-7222

this exquisite-home in quiet residential neighborhood. Teak parquet entry hall, indirect
lighting in most rooms, 2 ceramic baths with
showers, built-in vanities and laundry:On. Den
with comer fireplace. All Andersen thermopane
tilt-in windows. Kitchen has double ovens, lovely
birch cabinets plus a breakfast room. Central
gas heat and central electric air. Patio has attractive tiled floor and is brick enclosed with
wrought iron gate. There is much more so let us
tell you all about thisiovely home.

LAKE LIVING
Extremely attractive A-Frame home near Kentucity.lalw.I Avelac landscayMgInd manicured
lawn. Franklin stove in family room, farge coo,
cretepatiownd wooden deck. Pricedin the 20's.

MEMBER
MULTIPLE
LISTING
11

S
.
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Gets Degree In Medicine

I Funerals I
Alan D. Harrison
Dies Sunday With
Rites Held Today
Alan Dean Harrison, age 21,
Farmington Route One died
Sunday at 1:05 p.m. it
Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
His death was the result of a
self-inflicted gunshot wound
on July 10 at his home, according to McCracken County
Deputy Coroner Jerry Beyer.
He is survived by his
parents. hts. and Mrs. James
R. Harrison, Farmington; his
grandmother. Mrs. Birdie
Doran, Sedalia: two sisters,
Mrs. Dana Bazzell and Miss
Julie Harrison, Farmington:
two brothers. Dale R.
Harrison and Doran Harrison,
Farmington. _
The funerAl is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of. the Byrn Funeral Home,
May field, with the Rev. Jim
Glass, the Rev. Harry Yates,
and Bro. Jerry Mayes officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Stan Colley, Wayne Burnett,
•Brian Harrison._ Jimmy
Henson, Charles Henson, and
Vince Doran. Burial will
follow in the Farmington
Cemetery.

Funeral Is-Today
For Mrs. Futrell
The funeral for Mrs. Ila R.
Futrell, widow of Keys
Futrell, will be held today at
three p.m. at the Temple Hill
United Methodist Church,
where she was ilnerribets
with the Rev. A. M. Thomas
officiating. Gus Robertson,
Jr., will be soloist with Mrs.
Mary
Farmer
as accompanist.
Pallbearers will be Udell
Smith, Kirby Jennings, Billy
Mahan, Carl Durham, Larry
Hale, and Euin Jones. Burial
will follow in the Temple Hill
Cemetery
with
the
arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Futrell, age 87. died
Sunday at 11:50 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Born Dec. 15, 1890, in
Calldway County. she was the
daughter of the late Rev.,John
C. Rudd, Methodist minister,
and Mrs. Rudd.

Revival Services
Now, Poplar Spring
Revival services are being
held this week at the Poplar
Spring Baptist -Church,
located east of Murray off
Highway 280, with the Rev.
Ronnie Stinson of Mayfield as
the speaker.
Services are being held each
evening at 7:30 p.m. from
Monday, July 24, through
Sunday, July 30. A nursery is
provided.
For bus service persons
may call the pastor, the Rev.
Ronnie Adams, phone 40
2719

Maranatha Christian
Center Plans Dinner
The Ma ranatha Christian
Center will sponsor a potluck
dinner arid • fellowship .on
Thursday, July 27, at610 p.m.
in the new Murray-Calloway
County Park.
Every one is invited to attend, according to Stuart
Small, pastor of the center.

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service July
25. 1978
Kentucky Purchase Area Hop Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 401 Est IWO narrows &
Gilts down 50. 75 Sows steady
$45 75-46 00
US 1-2 300-730 lb,
045 50-45 75
US 1-3 300-240 du
US 2-4 2W-380 Pm
• 044 50-45 50
043 50-44 50
US 3-4 300-2110 lb*
Sows
P7.0-11.01
US 1-2 2704150 lbs
130.0.1701
US 14 300-500 lbs
117.011411.10
US 1-3 450.600 lbs
11311 0041.0few 40.5111
US 1-3 500450 lbs
0215.110-311.01
US 2-3 300400 lbs
00-30
On
Boars 126

Stock Market
Prices of stock of ball Interest at
to the
UAW,
lateir4 Thaw by First est Michigan
alep..Of Itwrap,are as Mows:
ladvairial Average
• Prealuda .. .
Americo IMilers
Abbimill
Amain Toispbabe
Ford Mbar
Good Are
Gebild Mims
=1
244."
Fiwilsoo
Hembigia
ISM-

ra, rionalds
Pennwalt.
Pepssco .
Quaker OM
Texaco
Wal Mart
Wend)A

•

441.31
. . 17 -411
P4 -45
Mus'me
004 +It
44% +vs
lesB 1716A
OP4
•

t),
irs
14wic
'Pb-ti
770k-40-

Blalock Graduate Of University Of Louisville
Richard Blalock, a native of
During his training at the first student physician. physician shortage in rural
Murray and the son of Mr. and University-7 of Louisville, Dr. Beginning in the summer of Kentucky. Like MECO the
Mrs. H. Nelson Blalock of 1514 Blalock became Murray- 1975, he trained for eight Area Health Education
Chaucer Drive, received the Calloway County Hospital's weeks under the direction of System
AHES) program
degree of Doctor of Medicine
Dr. Charles Clark and Dr. Hal brings medical students into
from the University of
Houston. Through his par- the non-urban areas of the
Louisville School of Medicine
ticipation in the Medical Commonwealth to encourage
in ceremonies held there in
Education and Community them to return to these areas
May.
Orientation (MECO) program to practice medicine. Dr.
Dr. Blalock is a 1970 honor
each summer until his Blalock served rotations in
graduate of Murray High
graduation, Dr. Blalock was Murray, Madisonville, and
School and graduated cum
instrumental in establishing Hopkinsville in conjunction
laude from Murray State
the MECO program at with the Jackson Purchase
University in 1974. While at
Murray-Calloway
County AHES.
Murray State he was a
In describing his MECO and
Hospital as well as throughout
Member and officer of the
AHES experiences, _Dr.
the state.
Pre-Med Club, as well as a
Because of his interest in Blalock said, 'My rural
member of Beta Beta Beta
medical experiences were the
rural medicine, Dr. Blalock
honorary biological fraternity
became an active participant most educational, interesting
and Alpha Tau Omega social
AIR FORCE REUNION — Pictured are five men, stationed in the air Force together in
in another state project also and memorable ones of my
fraternity.
Japan during the mid-60s, reunited at Aurora recently. From left is Mike Clark of
Dr. Richard Blalock
designed to help alleviate the formal training. I considered
Murray, E. A. Wallace from Yukon, Okla., Allan _Boettcher, Augusta, Ga., Jim Markusen,
'it a privilege to learn medicine
in the apprentice fashion
Racine, Wisc., and Barry Lewis, MillerSYille, Md. Clark indicated he startestplanning for
which was used 50 years ago
the reunion in January.
but yet to have modern
medical practices combined
By The Associated Press
from Postmaster General the voters in recent West in my learning."
NATIONAL
William R. Bolger of possible German elections., But a new
"It was an honor to have
NEW YORK (AP) — A further firings and legal ac- government report shows worked and studied under
militant postal worker union tion against the strikers.
hard-core neo-Nazi gangs local physicians who volunlocal that led a week-long
tripled their strength to 900 teered their time to reach me
nationwide mail strike in 1970
PHILADELPHIA •(AP) — members in 1976-77.
the art and science of
has authorized its members to More than two decades of
WASHINGTON
medicine," Dr. Blalock
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
WASHINGTON (AP) — continued. He particularly
the time entertaining the fireman, and Lewis works for take a strike vote following the legal Wrangling over the inStaff Reporter
children." Nineteen total the National Security Agency. firing of 122 picketing postal tegration of public schools in Support is growing in the expressed his appreciation to
AURORA — In 1965 and 1966 persons attended the reunion. Of all the men, Lewis talked workers at two bulk mail Wilmington, Del., and New House for a drive to prohibit Doctors Charles Clark, Hal
centers.
Castle County are nearly over, President Carter from im- Houston, C. C. Lowry, Conrad
a group of Air Force serClark said most of the men the least about what his job
Meanwhile, the wildcat opening the way for federal posing oil import fees.
vicemen from throughout the
Jones, Gene Cook, Jorge
entails,
Clark
quipped.
strikes at the bulk mail cen- court-ordered busing ofabout
U. S. were stationed together enrolled in college after
A coalition of House Garrastazu, Prue Kelly and
Clark,
who
is the grandson ters in Jersey City, N.J., and 23,000 students in September.
in Japan. This year they got getting out of .the service.
Republicans, oil-state William Wilson. He also exof Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Richmond, Calif, that: have
A seven-judge panel of the Democrats and East Coast pressed his appreciation to
together again in what has Clark is now an accountant in
become a continuing reunion Murray, Wallace is an in- Shackelford in Murray, sayi been sparked by unhappiness 3rd U.S. Circuit Court of congressmen is forming Torn
"Doc" Simmons,
structor for air traffic control, the men plan to reunite in 1981. over the proposed new postal Appeals unanimously upheld behind the effort. The importfor them.
Athletic Trainer at Murray
It
takes
a while, he said, to contract, today entered their as proper Monday
Five of the men and their Beottcher is a plant producthe in- fee ban has already been State University, for his exfourth day despite warnings tegration order's of U.S. approved by the Senate.
families met here recently at tion manager, Markusen is a round all the guys up.
pert instruction in sports
District Judge Murray Schthe bidding of Mike Clark of
Congressional aides claim medicine.
wartz of Wilmington.
Murray, who along with the
the White House will probably
Dr. Blalock said that both
others was stationed in Japan
lose the battle, on which a key the MECO and AHES
— INTERNATIONAL
in the mid-60s in 'a security
House floor vote was slated programs allowed him to see
TOKYO
(AP) — The U.S.
branch of the Air Force.
• - -in detail the excellent health ,
dollar took anothernarp drop
It had been 12 years since
facilities available to the local
on the Tokyo foreign exchange
the five of us had seen each
community. He added that the
market today, reaching a new
WASHINGTON (AP) — As programs' best benefit was
other at any one time," Clark
low of 195.30 yen and closing at time runs out on their
said. He indicated he'd started.
efforts the contact he had with the
DEKALB, Ill. API — To FAA veteran. "All the ones
195.525.
to cut $15 billion from federal many citizens of Murray and
planning the reunion in Betty Gatliff, reconstructing
residents
Some
of
this
that hakie been identified
The closing rate was 3.425 taxes, House tax writers face
January.
Calloway County. "The
faces from pieces of bone is looked quite like the people. college town of about Ao,000
yen below Monday's close and a continuing snag over capital
As in the Air Force days, the like a putting together a puzzle
Sullivan
criticized
for
searcontac,,t, allowed me to learn of
You wonder when a -person
nearly' five yen below gains and other proposals
men, this time with their — satisfaction comes from
the peoples' desires.-and exisn't identified if there's an ching so long for the woman's Friday's.
which
adoptedi — could
families
from identifying the picture.
came
identity. But he defends the
pectations where their local
error somewhere."
send the tax cut figure
throughout the U. S. — E. A.
time
and
money
spent,
saying
health care system is conBut no one hps attached a
Sullivan said forensic
BONN,
West
Germany(AP) .skyi ocketing.
Wallace came from Yukon, name to the face she pieced
cerned," he explained.
pathologists who examined as long as the woman'remains — Young neo-Nazis have
One of.the measures before
Okla., Allan Boettcher from together last year of a woman the
In July Dr. Blalock began
skeleton determined the a mystery, so will her killer. become increasingly brazen in
the
Ways and
Augusta, Ga., Jim Markusen who had been,shot to death. QnMeans
three years .of specialized
victim was Caucasian,about The murderer is free to strike the last year while police
Committee deals with capital
from Racine. Wis., and Barry Wednesday, DeKalb officials
training in internal medicine
19 years old, 5-foot to 5-foot-2, again,Sullivan said.
concentrated on left-wing gains in a way that President
Lewis from Millersville, Md. will bury their -Jane Doe" in
at Baptist Mer/)osial Hospital
between 100 and 110 pounds,
terrorists. Now authorities are Carter has said he could not
But, during their 'Air Force an unmarked grave almost
in Memphis, Tenn. Dr.
and probably smoked heavily.
shifting their attention to the approve. Nevertheless, a
days. Clark hailed from
says he is looking
Blalock
two years after her skeleton She also had a slight overbiteslobless
7
right.
majority of the tax-writing
Toledo, Ohio. Wallace from
fonvsrd to returning to this
was found in a farmer's field. and extensive dental work.
Right-wing
causes have had committee apparently is
Lawrence, Kan., Boettcher
area upon the completion of
Miss Gatliff reconstructed
William Sullivan, DeKalb
virtually no support among prepared to vote for it,
from Rhinelander, Wis.,
his specialty training.
County coroner, said he took her face by measuring facial.
Markusen lives in now and
the remains to Miss Gatliff. a bones to determine the width
was originally from Racine. medical illustrationist for
and aperture of the month,
Wis., and -Lewis from the
Federal
Aviation -eyes, ears and nose. She
Frankfort, Ky.—Un
'
emLadysmith, Wis.
Administration in Oklahoma contoured the face with a ployment dropped
subClark said the reunion is
City, to see if reconstructing "map" of a human face stantially in the western
evidence of friendships
the face would help identify Showing
normal
skin Kentucky area from 11,087
developed by servicemen.
the woman and, possibly, her thicknesses at various points.
persons in April to 9,596 in
friendships
"Vsually
slayer.
She said she attached tissue May or from 4.3 percent
of the
developed in the service are
Miss Gatliff, 47, has rebuilt thickness blocks to the skull labor force to 3.7 percent.
seemingly stronger than those
30 faces from bones in the last and connected the blocks with
developed in high school or
"This sizable decrease in
12 years, and 23 of them have strips of clay and then filled in unemployment is caused
college," Clark said.
the spaces. Once a complete
been identified after pictures
He said most of the men
clay model was made, she primarily by seasonal facwere
displayed on police
have seen each other at
said
Robert
made a plaster cast which the tors,"
boards or in
assorted times during the bulletin
MacDonald, chief labor
police can
keep
an
years since getting oi4 of the newspapers.
market analyst for the
Cr;
photograph.
DeKalb's "Jane Doe" was
Air Force.
Department
"g1P111111011111rafer-v-r-ft,
of
Human
Sullivan
said
he has had
men the first IlImois case she had
Clark said the
Resources.
more than 500 inquiries about
"swapped a lot of stories" worked on
Statewide, the
unemI
lAr4,1111
,the woman from parents
5
'Somebody should have
during their reunion, brought
ployment
rate was 4 percent
looking for a runaway
each other up to day about recognized her before now,"
daughter or other missing or 61,265 persons in May
their lives and "spent most of said . Miss Gatliff, a 20-year
ribe=S
compared to 5.5 percent
e dis
r
person.
nationally. Calloway County
showed a 3.0 percent jobless
rate for the period.
In western Kentucky area,
Marshall County had the
highest rate of 7.4 percent
while Union and Lyon counties
had the lowest rate at 2.1
percent.
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Annual Affair

USAF Servicemen Reunite Here

Puts Skeletons Back Together

Woman Likens Work To Puzzle

Rate
Down In Area
During Period

The Most Complete Decorating
Center in West Ky.

lighlas Paints.

"We ain't just Paint"
We're Wicker
and Much More

t

Energy Consumption
Above Average In
Kentucky Industry
Reading

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — For some
Denise Snider, a spokesman ,for the
unexplained reason. Kentucky has council, said 114inday it is financed by
more electric consumption in industries dues from 15 large industrial users
than the national average.
around the country.
It also has less residential and
"We are not a lobbying organization,
commercial use, a new study shows. we are a resources organization," she
The survey was made by the Elec- said by telephone.
Many children are participating in
tricity Consumers Resource Council in
Ms. Snider said no utility companies
the Summer Reading Contest sponWashington. which describes itself as contribute to the council's funding. — eored by the Calloway County Public
an organization of industrial electricity
The latest information on states is
Library. The contest ends July 31 with
users "concerned about electricity contained in an "electricity profile"
recognition given to the top reader.
issues."
which the council distributes to
Children in grades 3-6 who have read
Among the findings of the publication governmental, consumer and trade
five boots and written a page long
for all 50 states:
groups
review on each will receive a "Do Bee a
—Kentucky relies most heavily on
Reader" T-shirt. Children in grades 1
The council said the 300-page volume
coal for electricity generation, 94
and 2 who have read at least 5 books
percent for this state to 46 percent for is the first that compiles all the
during the seven week period may
the nation.
necessary information on electrical
come to the library and receive their
—Kentucky's industrial electric
specially des4gne4 t-shirt at. any time.
The possible thrust of the council's
consumption is 57 percent compared
The shirts are lettered in black and gold
with 39 percent for the nation. Its activity was implied by Ms. Snider
with the reader's "bee" stenciled on it.
cornmercial use is only 20 percent when she said that much utility reform
..The Friends of the Library" have
compared with 24 percent and its activity in states focuses on switching
the shirts and are pleased to
purchased
residents, use only 20 percent com- the burden of electric rates from
be involved in the Reading Program,"
pared with 33 percent for the United residential to industrial and cornstated Dr. Stan Hendrickson, Friends
mercial users.
States average.
,
President.
However, she said, although industry
Between 1971 and 1976, commercial
“We are delighted with the children
kilowatt hour purchases in Kentucky may pay less proportionately for
who have signed up as contestants and
increased 139 percent while reiddential electricity thact of
rates 1, the
'
quality of their sailectionaingrew by 114. -percent and IndusTriire/litErInd -weteasel Wriad be
nouncsd Velva Maupbi, library &reflected in higher prices,
purchases by 35 percent.
ciliation staff member. "AU children
"We're trying to show how electric
-The
largest
manufacturing
who have completed requirements for
puchases of electricity in Kentucky in rates are formed and what happens
their shirts are urged to come by the
1974 were by chemicals, 54 percent, and when you change the structure," she
library to get them soon," she further
said.
primary metals, 22 percent.
stated.
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